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Abstract 

 

Berlin has been facing on going demographic change, which affected on housing 

sector. The ageing society and the shrinking number of working age, the low birth rate, 

the immigration and the increased number of single people are influencing the shortage 

of housing stock, the need of affordable housing, social inclusion, and housing energy 

efficiency. 

Cohousing as understood as self organized, community oriented and sustainable 

housing could contribute to the housing solution in Berlin. The IBA Berlin 2020 has the 

strategic position and could provide the opportunity for more cohousing development in 

Berlin. However, the development and management of cohousing need to be 

understood to mastering the cohousing concept. 

The study aims to examine the cohousing development and management and making 

recommendations for the IBA Berlin 2020. In this way, the research methods were 

conducted by literature study, interviews, workshop and investigating four current 

cohousing projects in Berlin as the case studies. This study also elaborated and 

developed a model of cohousing development process as the typical model of the 

cohousing development projects in Berlin. 

The examination of the development and management cohousing projects in Berlin 

figured out the characteristics, the actors and the development process of the 

cohousing projects which useful to understand how the cohousing developed and 

managed. This study found that the cohousing projects have 15 valuable 

characteristics, which are the direct expression of the residents and which are aligned 

to the future Berlin urban development goals as sustainable city, however, the 

cohousing definitions need to be defined in order to be understood and recognized 

clearly. The residents are the decision maker is the significant strength in the 

cohousing project in Berlin. The collaboration among various stakeholders with 

comprehensive roles is very crucial to make the cohousing projects work. However, the 

limited number of land and buildings for cohousing projects and the shortage of fund 

are the main challenges for cohousing development in Berlin. 

This study concludes that the development of cohousing in Berlin is valuable not only 

for the residents, but also for the neighbourhood and the development of city. Finally, 

this study provides recommendations for the IBA Berlin 2020 that cohousing project 

could be the instrument for the IBA Berlin 2020 to articulate its sustainable 

development strategy. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the problem statement, research questions and research 

objectives as the base to form the master thesis. 

 

1.1 Background and Problem Statement 

 Berlin:  Demographic change 

Berlin is the capital  and the largest city in Germany; it is the third most 

populous city in the European Union with total population of 3.5 million people in 

2011, which is increased 1.2 percent since 2006 (Statistik Berlin-Brandenburg 

2012,p.24). Berlin has been growing to continue, and it is challenged with 

ongoing demographic change. The population is projected of 3.7 million in 2030 

or increase 7 percent from 2011. The aging population in Berlin continues 

following the forecast period 2011 to 2030. The average age increase from 42.3 

percent  in 2011 to 44.2 percent in 2030.  The older people above 65 years will 

increase 14 percent and the elderly age 80 and older will increase 80 percent of 

almost 120,000 people. However, the working group age between 18 and 65 

years  are for the future development of the city will be reduced by 6 percent or 

about 17,000 people. The number of working age 25 to under 45 years will be 

decreased by 0.8 percent, while the number of older working-age population 

(between 45 to under 65 years) increased by 2.1 percent. The children under 

six years will remain constant and but the age group between 6 until 18 is 20 

percent growing or nearly 64,000 people. Immigration is the driving population 

in Germany as well as in Berlin, without immigration the population will be 

decreased.  The population with immigrant background in Berlin is estimated 25 

percent or more than 860 thousand people and is expected increase in the 

coming years. (SenStadtUm 2012,p.19-20). The demographic change in Berlin 

will affect the entire demographic issues such as day care, schools, hospitals, 

transportation, recreation areas as well as housings; Therefore,  results of the 

population projections are the basis guide for city planning in Berlin 

(SenStadtUm-planen) 
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 Shortage of housing stock in Berlin 

Berlin experiences a shortage of housing stock as the result of population 

change such as the size of the household. It is affected in the increased 

demand of housing for residential. The numbers of single are increased to 50 

percent, the existing housing stocks are not sufficient for their demand of 

smaller flats (SenStadtUm 2012_wonen). The ongoing increase of demand and 

the slow growth of housing supply the reduction of vacant apartments until 6.9 

percent in 2010 (IBB 2011, p.1-5). More over, the expansion of investors and 

speculators, and the rising of tourist apartment contributed the shortage of 

housing stock (LaFond, 22.01.2013). However, Berlin has 130,000 vacant flats, 

but this number is not sufficient to cover the demand in the future. The city 

needs to make a housing development to meet the shortage of housing stock in 

terms of quantitative and qualitative demand, but the financial ability of the 

household should be considered (IBB 2011, p.1-5) 

 

 Shortage of affordable housing 

Berlin is a city of tenant with the number of 87 percent, while every year the 

rental price is slowly rising. The rental price is increased from € 4 per sqm in the 

year 2000 to € 6.49 per sqm in the year 2010 (heating and service charge are 

not included) (IBB 2011, p 5). The residents spend 20 percent of total income 

for paying rent in 2006 the average monthly net income per household is € 

1.475 and the amount of € 309 or to be paid by household for 65m2 flat. The 

growing of rental price can be contributed to the stagnant income. The housing 

or flats with lower rent price are expected growing to meet the affordable 

housing demand. DIW Berlin found that housing price in Berlin, Dusseldorf, 

Frankfurt am Main, Hamburg, Cologne, Mannheim, Munich, Nuremberg, 

Stuttgart and Wiesbaden were significantly higher than other cities. The flats 

price in Berlin has increased by 73 percent since January 2007 (DIW Berlin, 

2012). 
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 Resident expectation 

The existing housing in Berlin does not meet the need of the expectation of 

increasing numbers of people (interview with Ring,17.9.2012). For this reason 

self-organized housing and housing association are formed. The self-organized 

housing is not a goal but as the way to escape from the existing housing 

production (Tummers 2011,p.162).  

“The people did not find what they want in the housing market, especially 

people with children or people in creative class who need small offices, people 

who want to work close to home also did not find what they want. The idea of 

ownership was as well growing but also very little in the market to be found.” 

(interview with Ring,17.9.2012). 

 

Figure 1: Increasing price and rents for flats in Berlin 

 

Source: DIW Berlin 2012 

 

 Social inclusion 

Berlin is a multi-ethnic city; with over 25% of residents have an immigration 

background and the percentage of parents coming from foreign countries at 41 

percent. Apart from the demographic changes, disintegration is one of the main 

challenges to the city of Berlin. Berlin needs for a variety of activities to preserve 
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a social mix within neighbourhoods and districts in order to strengthen deprived 

urban areas (SenStadtUm 2012,p.19-20). 

 

 Energy efficiency 

Energy consumption in building's accounts for over 40 percent of all energy 

consumed in Europe. This is by far the greatest share of total energy 

consumption ahead of transport and industrial production. The energy 

consumed in buildings is attributes to heating and hot-water  generation. 

Berlin’s energy consumption for heating and warm water is 28.6 percent for 

residential building more than commercial buildings 24.9 percet. Another 

challenge is to enhance energy efficiency in the building stock to bring down 

energy costs. The improvement can be made not only from heating system and 

other technologies but also in the area of insulation. (BMWi 2008, p.29) 

  

 Berlin Future Plan 

Instead of the challenge on demographic changes and housing problems, Berlin 

has its opportunities and potentials for developing the city. Berlin elaborated the 

Urban Development Concept 2030 (UDC 2030) as the conceptual basis for 

integrated urban development related activities in the various policy areas. The 

UDC 2030 works closely with the result of new population forecast, City 

development plan for living, city development plan for centers and connected to 

the demography concept.  With the UDC 2030, a model for Berlin citywide 

development strategies are created (SenStadtUm –Planen 2013). 

The International Building Exhibition (IBA) Berlin 2020 is the instrument for 

Urban Development.  It is more than a traditional architecture exhibition model 

but a source of innovation and experimentation. The IBA Berlin 2020 developed 

an urban development strategy with goals of sustainable development for the 

future Berlin with more quality, more equal opportunities, more beauty and 

vibrancy, increased energy efficiency and increased citizen participation. The 

concept developed with three main strategies :Capital City, Spacious City and 

Instant City. The Capital city as a new form of urban development and aesthetic 

dimensions for the functional mix. The spacious city develops an intelligent 
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urban development strategy for numerous voids, large and small areas, which 

increased the quality of life in the city. Instant city is both a method and tools for 

experimentation, building on the special culture of planning and participation in 

Berlin. The instant city refers to the temporary uses which Berlin is the home of 

temporary use. The participatory approaches with the democratic process and 

the citizen as the decision makers are given the opportunity of the citizen to 

form their city. (SenStadtUm-IBA Berlin 2020) 

 

 Cohousing in Berlin 

Cohousing is understood as collaborative, cooperatives, collective and 

community-oriented  housing project (LaFond 2011, p.176). Cohousing ideally 

encourages neighbourhood engagement, implementing ecological building, 

saving energy and other resources, bringing together generation and 

developing inclusive living environments (LaFond et all 2012, p.17). The 

resident of cohousing are actively participated in the design and operation of 

their neighborhood (www.cohousing.org).  The physical environment in 

Cohousing is intentionally design to encourage social interaction (McCamant & 

Durret 1998, p.38).  

The term “cohousing” is coined in English term by American architects Charles 

Durret and Kathryn McCamant based on the idea of bofoellesskab (living 

community) in Denmark. After extensive study about bofoellesskab they brought 

that idea, promoted and developed the concept of living community in United 

States as Cohousing. Since then, the cohousing term is also used in English-

speaking countries such as British, Canada and Australia (Vestbro 2010, p.24). 

Vestbro mentioned that Wohngemeinschaft (meaning community housing) and 

Gemeinschaftliches Wohnformen (community-oriented oriented forms of 

housing) are the most commonly concept which used in Germany. However, he 

found that there is no agreed definition of these concepts (Vestbro 2010, p.24).  

Ache and Fedrowitz stated that cohousing initiatives are getting more and more 

attractive in Germany. There are about 500 projects with more than 20,000 

inhabitants in Germany and this number seems to be on the rise (Ache & 

Fedrowitz 2012, p.395).  

http://www.cohousing.org/
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Cohousing could be one way of the solution for the challenging demographic 

changes and which caused housing problems in Berlin. Cohousing could 

provide affordable housing in the city, promote social interaction and enhance 

energy efficiency and moreover, its create qualities of the residents. Droste and 

Knorr-Siedow, the researchers from Berlin mentioned that cohousing can 

contribute socially, economically, and culturally to a neighborhood. This housing 

approaches also offers a solution for people with disabilities, people with 

immigrant backgrounds and those with lower incomes (Droste & Knorr-Siedow 

2012, p.31). Ache and Fedrowitz stated that one main effects of cohousing 

projects for the municipalities is the immediate positive impact on the 

neighborhood (Ache and Fedrowitz 2012,p.406).  

 

 Cohousing, the IBA Berlin 2020 and the Urban Development 

The IBA Berlin 2020 is the instrument of Berlin Urban Development Plan (UDC 

2030), whereas the cohousing could be the vehicle of the IBA 2020 to articulate 

the concept of the capital city, the spacious city and the instant city. In this way, 

it is necessary for the IBA 2020 to comprehend the concept of Cohousing. 

Learning from the cohousing development and management is the way to 

mastering the cohousing concept. Moreover, it is the key direction for people or 

stakeholders to produce the appropriate and effective cohousing project in 

Berlin. The cohousing development and management can be understood from 

the project management life cycle which consists of the process of development 

and the management activities to drive or to perform the process. 

This study examined the development and management of cohousing in Berlin 

through literature reviews, interviews, workshop and examine the cohousing 

current project as case studies. The examination of the cohousing development 

and management can present the characteristics, the definitions, the 

stakeholders, the development process and the management activities, 

including the main strength and weaknesses. This raise the problem statement 

question how to examine the development and management of current 

cohousing projects and make recommendation for the IBA Berlin 2020. 
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1.2 Research Questions  

1.2.1 Main research questions 

What are the significant strengths and weaknesses of the development 

and management of current self-organized and community-oriented 

Cohousing projects in Berlin?  

 

What recommendations can be made for the IBA 2020, with the respect to 

self-organized and community-oriented Cohousing projects?   

 

1.2.2 Sub research questions 

 What are the cohousing characteristics and possible definitions as the 

result from the analysis of the study? 

 How are cohousing projects developed and managed from the current 

cohousing projects in Berlin? 

 Who are the stakeholders involved in the cohousing development in 

Berlin and in the selected cohousing projects and what are their 

significant roles? 

 What is the strengths and weaknesses of the development and 

management process of the selected cohousing projects in Berlin?  

 How can cohousing be the instrument for the IBA Berlin 2020 in order 

to make contributions for sustainable urban development in Berlin? 

 

1.3 Research Objectives 

 

The objectives of this study are to:  

 Examine the cohousing’s definitions and characteristics from the 

selected cohousing current projects in Berlin to determine its nature and 

values and to from the representative identity and brand image so the 

cohousing is recognized simply.  
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 Analyse the development and management process of the selected 

cohousing current projects in Berlin in order to develop a typical model 

of cohousing project management 

 Analyses the cohousing stakeholders in Berlin and stakeholders in the 

selected cohousing current projects to acknowledging the stockholders 

as the important drivers for cohousing development and management 

 Compare the significant strength and weaknesses of the development 

and management process of the selected cohousing current projects in 

Berlin to guide the strategic planning for the cohousing development 

and management  

 Provide recommendations for the IBA Berlin 2020 in order to stream 

cohousing as the vehicle and engine to reach the goals of sustainable 

urban development in Berlin  

2. RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Research Design 

The research design of this study was carried out under a qualitative research. 

The strength of qualitative research is its ability to provide descriptions about 

the topic of the research. The qualitative research shares characteristics, which 

are searching the answer to questions, uses a predefined set of procedures to 

answer the questions, produces findings that were not determined in advance, 

and produces findings that are applicable beyond the immediate boundaries of 

the study. The general frameworks of qualitative research are sought to explore 

phenomena and uses semi structure method such as in-depth interviews, focus 

group, and participant observation. One of the advantages of qualitative 

research is uses open-ended questions, which have the ability to get rich and 

explanatory information. (Mack et all 2005, p.1-4)  

Four research phases were conducted during the research work for this thesis. 

The first consist of general understanding of cohousing; the second phase is 

identification with the result of findings, and the third phase is case studies 

selection and examination. The fourth phase is discussion and analysis, and 
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finally, the fifth phase is the conclusion and recommendation. The research 

design is shown in the diagram below: 

 

Figure 2: The Research design diagram 

RESEARCH DESIGN

Method Findings
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Workshop : 
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The first phase consists of the general understanding of the cohousing, both in 

international perspective and in Germany as well as in Berlin. This phase was 

done by literature review, interviews, workshop and also site visit to some 

cohousing projects. 

The second phase is to make identification of the selected area based on the 

thesis questions and objectives. The aim of this phase is to get the findings of 

cohousing definitions and characteristics in Berlin perspective, the actors of 

cohousing in Berlin, the development and management of cohousing in Berlin 

and the recommended current cohousing projects for case studies.  

The third phase is case study selection and examination. There were 26 

cohousing current projects in Berlin, which were recommended by interviewees 

for the case study. Four projects were selected based on the category of the 

actors who have a key role in the development and management of the 
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cohousing projects. Those categories of the key actors are the residents, the 

architects, the cooperative and the non-profit organization.  These four different 

types of cohousing projects were examined in the process of development and 

management that include the project ideas/concept/vision, actors, planning, 

organizing, financing, construction and resident management. Each project also 

analyzed the strength, the weaknesses, the opportunity and the thread. 

The fourth phase is data analysis and discussion. This chapter consists of two 

areas of analysis; the cohousing definitions and characteristics analysis and the 

cohousing development and management analysis. The cohousing definitions 

and characteristics are necessary to be defined to clarify the context of 

cohousing in Berlin. The cohousing development and management analysis is 

comparing the development and management form four project case studies 

using SWOT analysis.  

 

2.2 Research Methods 

The process to collect information and data for the purpose of the research 

consists of literature reviews, interviews, workshop, and case study.  

 

2.2.1 Literature review 

Literature review for this study gives the overview for the topic of the research. 

Two areas of literature review were determined: Housing by the people and the 

Cohousing history and concept. The literature on housing by the people reviews 

the concept of self-organized  housing. The literature review on cohousing 

introduces the history of cohousing, the concept and the terminology of 

cohousing. 

 

2.2.2 Interviews 

The interview is designed to get the data of the participants or interviewees' 

perspective on the research topic. Ten actors in cohousing were interviewed 

from various stakeholders such as non-profit organization, researcher, 
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architects, promoter, bank, cooperative, networking institution, mediator and 

international cohousing organization from Kollektivhus NU - Sweden. It was 

conducted from September 2012 to October 2012.  

 

Table 1: List of interviewees 

NO INTERVIEWEES INSTITUTION CATEGORY DATE 

1 Rolf Novy-Huy Stiftung trias Foundation  24/08/2012 

2 Dorothee Röger GLS Bank  Bank 29/08/2012 

3 Christiane Droste & 
 Thomas Knorr-Siedow 

UrbanPlus Researchers 31/08/2012 

4 Sabine Eyrich Netzwerkagentur 
GenerationenWohnen 

Cohousing Network 
Institution 

10/09/2012 

5 Jeannette Albrecht, 
 Antje Kießig 

Mietergenossenschaft 
SelbstBau e.G. 

Cooperative Housing 14/08/2012 

6 Thomas Honeck id22 (Institute for 
Creative Sustainability) 

Researcher 14/08/2012 

7 Kristien Ring AA Projects Architect, Kurator, 
Researcher 

17/09/2012 

8 Kristian Wulkau Agentur Wohnwille Architect, Moderator 18/09/2012 

9 Kerstin Kärnekull Kollektivhus NU, 
Sweden 

Cohousing 
Organization, Sweden 

22/09/2012 

10 Silvio Divani  Werkpalast Lichtenberg  Resident  5/11/2012  

11 Heike Drischau,  
Gabriele Schambach, 
Ute Pieper,  
Christian Wegmann  

Leuchtturm e.G.  Residents  18/11/2012  

12 Harald Zenke  PlanBar3  Resident & Architect  20/11/2012  

13 Michael  LaFond  id22 (Institute for 
Creative Sustainability) 

Non profit 
organization  

20/11/2012  

14 David Scheller, Judith 
Vey  

Hausprojekt M29  Residents  02/12/2012  

 

The interview was focused on six main questions, which were design to get 

the information about cohousing definitions, characteristics, actors, 

development and management and the recommended project for a case 

study.  

1. What are Cohousing definitions and the characteristics in Berlin 

perspective? 

2. How is the cohousing historical development in Berlin? 

3. Who are the actors in Cohousing (who, roles, and relationships)? 
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4. What are the roles of the interviewee in the Cohousing 

development/project?  

5. How are the cohousing process development and management 

(initiation, planning, design, implementation, member selection)? 

6. Which cohousing current project can be recommended for case studies? 

 

2.2.3 Workshop 

The workshop is part of the qualitative data collection where some cohousing 

actors meet as a group to discuss a given research topic. The advantage of this 

method is that it provides a lot of information in a short period of time.  The 

workshop was held on 21 September 2012 on the event of Experimentdays 12.  

The EXPERIMENTDAYS is a platform for cooperative housing projects, ideas 

and actors of creative sustainability in order to understand the city as a 

designed living space.  Since 2003, the EXPERIMENTDAYS 2012 has offered 

the possibility to learn about different kinds of self-organized  housing, find other 

supporters and to think about the future of urban development. The 

EXPERIMENTDAYS 2012 offered a place for ideas and actions of everyday life, 

art and politics to be developed through discussion, building, and 

experimentation (www.experimentcity.net) 

The workshop aims to exchange knowledge and experiences from participants 

in the discussion of selected cohousing topics: definitions, characteristics, 

actors and development process. Participants came from different institutions or 

organizations from various countries such as Germany and international 

(Sweden, Austria, Italy, Netherland, Switzerland, France, South Korea) and 

most of them are the actors of cohousing. 

 

2.2.4 Case studies 

The case studies were selected from 26 current cohousing projects in Berlin, 

which recommended by the interviewees. Four cohousing projects were 

selected based on the different actors who have a key role in the management 
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and development of the cohousing projects. The lists of selected projects are 

presented in the table below:  

 

Table 2: List of selected cohousing projects for case studies 

NO KEY ACTORS SELECTED PROJECTS LOCATIONS 

1. Residents The Leuchtturm e.G. 
Pappelallee Str 43 
Prenzlauer Berg, 10437 Berlin 

2. 
Residents + 
Cooperative 

The Werkpalast Lichtenberg 
Alfred-Jung-Str 6-8 
Lichtenberg, 10367 Berlin 

3. 
Architect + 
Residents 

The Lebenstraum 
Johannisthal 

Am Rundling 1-20 
Treptow, 12487 Berlin 

4. 
Residents + 
Non-Profit 
Organization 

The Hausprojekt M29 
Malmöer Str 29 
Prenzlauer Berg, 10437 Berlin 

 

Those projects were examined with the focus on four areas : (1) The 

characteristics of the projects, (2) How the projects were developed and 

managed (3) The stakeholders analysis and (4) The SWOT analysis 

(Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats).  

 

2.3 Limitation 

 Selecting only four case studies from more than 200 existing cohousing 

projects in Berlin 

 There are lacked of academic books or articles regarding the cohousing 

in Berlin. Therefore, the literature review is limited. 

 Limited review on German literature because the language barrier 

 Limited time available from the interviewees, especially for the case 

study 

 Language barrier in German to understand the local context and in 

English for thesis writing as both not the mother language 

 Limited selection of the representatives for the interviewees (only 

interviewees who can speak English) 
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter reviews some literatures that give the basis of theoretical 

background for the research. It identifies studies related the research topic. Two 

topics were selected for the literature review; Housing by the people and 

Cohousing history and concept. 

 

3.1 Housing by the People 

The United Nation human right declaration article 25 stated that housing is the 

right for everyone, which point out the housing is the important area to be 

concerned (Elias 2004, p.159). Housing and urban development have been on 

the international agenda for over 30 years, which had focus on different issues 

to meet the changing situation. In 1998, The Global Strategy for Shelter to the 

year 2000 was established with the housing strategy where the role of 

governments changed from provider to facilitator. Many governments did not 

meet the need of housing because of the lack of financial resources and the 

increased urbanization. The United Nation conference in 1992 on Environment 

and development in Rio de Janeiro established Agenda 21 to promote basic 

agreements on sustainability. The concept of sustainability was expanded in 

2002 in the World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) to include 

environmental, economic and social sustainability and to cover cities or urban 

areas. (Grundström and Jere 2007, p.11)  

Agenda 21 chapters 28 stated that each local authority could conduct a 

dialogue with its citizens, local organizations and the private sectors and adopt 

local Agenda 21. Berlin Senate with some European municipalities committed to 

fulfil the tasks applied in Chapter 28 by signed the Local Agenda 21 Charters 

(SenStadtUm 20131). The Berlin Local Agenda 21 comprises seven key areas 

of action, especially the Bürgerschaftliches Engagement und Partizipation or 

civil engagement and participation. The citizen involvement is the landmark to 

shape the process of social urban development. The social life of the city 

marked by big commitment of the citizen. Therefore, the policy and 

administration of Berlin concerned social capital and promote commitment on 

self-help and participation of citizens in all areas of life and politics. Berlin 
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Senate stated that without strengthening the commitment on citizen 

participation, Berlin would not have a sustainable development (SenStadtUm2 

2013).  

Housing as the concern area in the international and local agenda as well as 

citizen participation is crucial, however, the central issue is who decides about 

the housing and what is the chances of the people in the planning and design 

processes in the house that they will live in. Qu and Haseelaar 2011 stated that 

the concept of ‘choice’ and ‘voice’ can give the interpretation about how the 

residents can participate, communicate as residential environment. Choice is 

the capability of deciding between alternatives (Qu and Haseelaar, cited Paul 

1992). Choice provides the option for people to reach their preferred housing 

condition. Voice is the ability to influence plans and product, to be involved in 

the design and maintenance process by the speaking out individually or 

collectively. Qu and Haselaar linked the choice to the customization of the 

market, whereas voice is associated with citizenship and civil responsibility. (Qu 

and Haseelaar 2011, p 10-11) 

The level of citizen participation can be defined on the ladder of community 

participation by Arstein (1996). The bottom rungs of the ladder are manipulation 

and therapy. These two levels describe as non participation level 3 and 4 

defines to the level of tokenism that the project owners conducted to inform and 

make consultation to the beneficiaries. The beneficiaries will be hearing and be 

heard, however, the beneficiary’s conditions are lacked of power. The upper 

level is citizen power. Citizen can enter  partnership (6) that makes them able to 

negotiate. And the top level delegates power and citizen control where the 

citizen/beneficiaries have decision amazing seats and full managerial power.( 

Arnstein 1996, p.4) 
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Figure 3: The Ladder of Citizen Participation by Arnstein-1996 

 

The community participation ladders by Arstein later were modified to fit the 

context in the developing countries by Choguill (1996) (Davidson,C.H.,et all 

2006, p.3) 

Figure 4: The Ladder of community participation adapted from Arnstein 
(1996) and Choguill (1996) 

 

Source : Davidson,C.H.,et al 2006, p.3 

 

The ladder of community participation showed defined the top of the ladder 

empower  people in important decision making roles or offer collaboration with 

communities and promoting community control over the project 

(Davidson,C.H.,et all 2006, p.3).  On the bottom level, the beneficiaries may 

consult or informed about the project or for example, the shape of housing but 

even manipulated into taking part of the project.  According to Arnstein (1996) 

and Choguill (1996) consulting and informing cannot  really be classified as 

participation because the user has little or no control on his decision making. 
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However, Davidson,C.H.,et all 2006,  stated that the participation cannot  see in 

the isolation context such as theoretical. It should be seen as a whole project, 

especially in the organizational design or project design. 

 

Qu and Haseelaar 2011 developed the concept of choice, and voice adapted 

and changed from the ladder of participation by Arnstein 1969 to meet modern 

insight, which shows that the voice has the high degree of participation because 

it allows  a citizen to advice, but the power holders continue their right to decide 

(level 5), enable the people to negotiate (level 6) and obtain the citizen is the 

decision maker or full managerial power (level 7 and 8). (Qu and Haseelaar 

2011, p 13-14) 

Figure 5: Ladders of citizen participation  

 

(Source : adapted and changed from Arnstein 1969 by Qu and Haselaar 2011) 

 

Fitcher et all pointed out the autonomy in housing as the citizen power. They 

described that autonomy is the reverse of dependency. In fact, dependency is 

part of human life because human dependent in many ways such as dependent 

on the source of energy, societies, and many others. However, dependency 

becomes to undermine when those in need do not enjoy the relationship with 

those who supply the need. In the housing context, the undesirable dependent 

means that the residents are the passive users where as those who supply 

shelter are the ones who decide the number of houses, the designs and the 

functions. In the healthy relationship between the residents and housing 

suppliers, decisions are made on both sides. The residents specify what they 
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want, and the housing suppliers indicate how well they can provide with the 

compromise on both sides. Each has areas of initiative, bargaining power and 

control over the action. However, in the unhealthy dependency situation, the 

relationship is degraded; the suppliers do not satisfying the users, and the users 

has no way to enforce their requests. Therefore, the autonomy enables to enter 

the mutual relationship. Fitcher et all defined autonomy as the power to bargain, 

the ability to get what one needs, the capacity to pay, in one way or another, for 

what one gets. (Fitcher et all, 1972, p.246-247) 

Housing by the people refers to the fremework of the citizen power by Arnstein, 

the voice by Qu and Haseelaar, and the autonomy by Fitcher et all, where the 

citizen enables to negotiate, have the power to bargain, have the ability to 

influence plans and product, involve in the design and maintenance processes, 

have managerial power, have the ability to get the needs and the power of 

making decision. 

“When dwellers control the major decisions and are free to make their own contribution 

to the design, construction or management of their housing, both the process and the 

environment produced to stimulate individual and social well being. When people have 

no control over, or responsibility for key decisions in the housing process, on the other 

hand, dwelling environments may instead become a barrier to personal fulfillment and 

a burden on the economy” (Turner, 1976, p.6) 

 

3.2 Cohousing:   Utopian Vision, History and Concept 

3.2.1 Utopian vision of community living 

The vision of ideal human habitat in Europe was described by Plato, a Greek 

philosopher about 2,400 years ago. He described an ideal community where 

everything’s organized collectively. In 1506, a book “Utopia” by an Englishman 

Thomas More was published, which described that the ideal community people 

where they live in a neighborhood with common dining room and shared leisure 

facilities. In 1840s, Parallelogram or the ideal society was illustrated by Robert 

Owen in England. He described that ideal community would be limited to 2000 

inhabitants, who would collectively own the means of production, where man 

and woman would have equal rights, and it would have generous dining halls, 
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school and kindergartens, libraries and sports ground, while the individual 

residents would be modest. Followers of Robert Owen migrate to North America 

and built a community called New Harmony (Vestbro 2008, p.1). In 19th 

century, the French philosopher Charles Fourier believed that people would be 

better off living in communal societies rather than individual private living. 

Fourier developed Phalanstère which described the ideal society, a community 

of 1,620 based in single structure. In the Phalanstère, there would be private 

property but many communal such as cooking and eating 

(www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phalanstère). Fourier thought that workers could live 

in “social palace” where they owned the means of production (Vestbro 2010). 

The structure of the Phalanstère was composed by three parts: a central part 

and two lateral wings. The central part was designed for quiet activities. It 

included dining rooms, meeting rooms, libraries and studies. A lateral wing was 

designed for labour and noisy activities, such as carpentry, hammering and 

forging. It also hosted children because they were noisy while playing. The 

other wing contained caravansary with ballrooms and halls for meeting with 

outsiders. The Phalanstère also included private apartments and many social 

halls.  In 1844, Charles Shears adopted the Fourier’s ideas and made into 

reality in USA by construct North American Phalanx as the agriculture 

cooperative community. In the 1947, the architect Le Corbusier designed the 

Unitè d’Habitation, as self-contained commune in Marseilles, France as the 

adaption of the Phalanstère concept (www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phalanstère). 

This building consisted of 337 apartments incorporate with communal and 

business facilities such as sport, medical, educational facilities, restaurants and 

also hotel, which is open to the public (www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unitè 

d’Habitation).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phalanstère
http://www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phalanstère
http://www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unitè%20d'Habitation)
http://www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unitè%20d'Habitation)
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3.3.2 Cohousing history and concept 

The first modern cohousing development was built in 1972 outside of 

Copenhagen, Denmark, by 27 families who wanted greater sense of 

community. They desired a neighborhood with child-friendly environment and 

the opportunity for cooperation in daily household function like laundry, meals 

and day care. Today, cohousing has become an accepted housing option in 

Denmark, with new projects being planned and builds in increasing number 

(McCamant and Durret 1998, p.16). 

Some people link the concept of cohousing as community living to the historical 

utopian communal model for societies by Thomas More or Charles Fourier’s in 

another hand other views as the way to live more social in the community 

(Krokfors 2012). The cohousing history has its roots in Europe, especially in 

Denmark. It was begun in 1964 when Jan Gundmand Høyer, a Danish architect 

who tired living in the city which tend to disintegration. He started discussed 

with some friends about the concept of living in more supportive environment. 

They decided the housing settlement should be small enough to allow the 

residents to know each other and to use common area as extended living room. 

The design should encourage social interaction between neighbours. They 

stated that most importantly “housing programs should not carried out for 

people, but by people."  Gundmand-Høyer and his group was put the idea into 

action by bought a land in Hareskov a small town on the outskirt of 

Copenhagen. Unfortunately, that idea was not working because the neighbor 

refused the idea. In 1968, Gundmand Høyer published “The missing link 

between Utopia and dated one – family house “which is an article that described 

his group idea about Hareskov. More than one hundred people were interested 

in his idea. In the same year, westerner society experienced drastic shift value 

that more cooperative living environment would help build a more humane in 

the spirit of new ways of living together. Collective housing which is people 

shared house or apartment became popular, especially for young people. The 

number of collective housing or a commune based on radical political, social 

ideals, new family structure and religious spread in Europe as well as in North 

America. In 1967, Bodil Graae wrote the cohousing concept; she published 
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“Children should have one Hundred Parents." She stated that the society 

should consider about the children. Moreover, she envisioned a place where the 

children can feel like they belongs in the community who all adults would look 

after the children. Those two articles of Gundmand-Høyer and Graae were the 

seed of inspiration of many cohousing projects in Denmark and other countries 

(McCamant and Durret 1998, p.135-136). 

Since the 1970s, the cohousing has spread and growth gradually in many 

countries. Between 1970s, 1980s and 1990s, the cohousing was growing in 

Europe exponentially in the North America with the publication of the concept of 

cohousing by McCamant and Durret in 1998 (Cohousing: a contemporary 

approach to housing ourselves. Sargisson stated that in 2009, cohousing was 

spread worldwide  in USA and Canada, Europe (Denmark, Sweden, 

Netherlands, Germany, Italy, France, Austria, Norway, Great Britain), New 

Zealand, Japan and Australia (Sargisson 2010,p.2). 

The term “cohousing” is coined the English term by American architects Charles 

Durret and Kathryn McCamant based on the idea of bofoellesskab (living 

community) in Denmark. After extensive study about bofoellesskab they brought 

the idea, promoted and developed the concept of living community in United 

States as Cohousing (Vestbro 2010, p.24). Since then, the cohousing term is 

used widely in English-speaking countries such as USA, British, Canada, 

Australia (Vestbro 2010). Vestbro mentioned that Wohngemeinschaft (meaning 

community housing) and Gemeinschaftliches Wohnformen (community-oriented 

oriented forms of housing) were the most commonly concept which used in 

Germany. However, he found that there is no agreed definition of this concept 

(Vestbro 2010, p.24). The cohousing term also were spread in Asia such as 

Japan, South Korea and Indonesia. However, in the South Korea cohousing 

project is not developed yet but the alternative housing scheme is gathering 

public interest. In Indonesia, the cohousing idea started in 2007 by public 

discussion, exhibition and formatted on the interested group. This group tried to 

establish a project but until 2009, they could not find a plot of land 

(cohousingjakarta.wordpress.com). 
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Cohousing in Denmark is a grassroots movement; it was raised because the 

people frustrated with the available housing development options which tend to 

isolation and in practical single-family houses. In Netherlands, more people are 

finding that cohousing addresses their need better than other existing housing 

choices (Mc.Camant and Durret 1988, p.10, p.16). Härtel stated that the model 

of cohousing in Berlin allow the cohousing groups living in the city. Moreover, 

the cohousing become the pioneer of ecological construction with resource-

efficient  methods. The affordability and the ensuring stability of home rental 

and ownership are the most important factors in cohousing. It enables people to 

have the permanent right to live somewhere and can reduce the dependency 

from public sector (Härtel 2007, p.3). 

Cohousing offers new approaches to housing rather than a new way of life. The 

cohousing group organized, planned and managed by the residents themselves  

(McCamant and Durret 1998, p.16). 

 

4. IDENTIFICATION OF COHOUSING IN BERLIN 

This chapter describes the identification of cohousing in Berlin, which is the 

result from data collection, literature review, interviews and workshop. 

 

4.1 Berlin an Overview 

4.1.1 Berlin housing situation 

Berlin has total nearly 1.9 million homes; most of them (1.7 million) are located 

in multi-storey buildings. The average living space is 70.4 square meters per 

apartment, and the average occupancy density is 1.82 people per apartment. 

Berlin is the city of renters; approximately, 86 percent of the houses are 

apartments for rent while 14 percent of the houses are owner- occupied 

condominiums and detached or semi-detached houses.  Mitte, Friedrichshain-

Kreuzberg and Lichtenberg are the largest share of apartments, and about a 

quarter of owner-occupied dwellings are in Reinickendorf and Steglitz-

Zehlendorf. Approximately, 16 percent of the housing stocks are shared by the 
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six municipal housing companies which are the important partners for social 

housing whereas the cooperatives have a share of about 11 percent of housing 

stock. The private landlords are owned the most of the rental housing stock or 

about 72.2 percent. (SenSatdtUm 2012_wohnen) 

About 27 percent or about 515,900 of houses in Berlin were built in 1918, 

usually with larger front building; about 15 percent apartments were built 

between 1919 and 1948. The biggest numbers of houses or about 58 percent 

was built in 1949 which many of them are the municipal and cooperative 

housing settlement. 

The residential area in Berlin reflects the quality of the location; it is made on 

three quality levels; easy, medium and good area. 

The simple residential areas are highly density development with few green 

areas and open spaces, mostly with fewer maintenance streets and poor 

condition of the building. The medium locations in the inner city are with highly 

compressed development with normal road, good condition of the building (for 

example, example renovated residential and new residential areas), with few 

green and open spaces.  The good areas in the inner city are with 

predominantly closed, highly compacted with green buildings and open spaces, 

maintained streets, good condition of the building, with very good transport 

connection, shopping area and good image. 

Berlin attempts to reduce the energy use in housing, the Senate and all 

municipal housing companies agreed  the Climate-Change  Agreements to 

reduce the energy used. In this way, many of their housing stocks have been 

lower in energy than average Berlin apartments. 

Berlin has long tradition of housing association; there are 186,000 cooperative 

apartments or about 11percent of the housing stock for rental. Those houses 

are belonging to more than 80 different cooperatives, which make the 

contribution of affordable housing. The cooperatives' living is based on the idea 

of self-help,  self-responsibility,  self-determination and self-governance.  
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In the future, Berlin direction is to become the model of urban development and 

ecological living. Many pilot projects were built and tested, for example, the 

initiation of self-organized  groups, residential communities for older people and 

multigenerational living. 

The map of Berlin residential area provides an overview of the distribution of the 

residential area in the city of Berlin. 

Figure 6:  The Berlin residential map area 20111 

 

 

                                                           
1
Source: http://www.stadtentwicklung.berlin.de/wohnen/mietspiegel/de/download/Wohnlagenkarte2011.pdf 
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4.1.2 The IBA Berlin 2020 

The IBA Berlin 2020 or International Bauausstellung or translated as The 

International Building Exhibition (IBA) Berlin is an international building 

exhibition which far more than a "traditional" architecture exhibition model of 

posters and pictures. Rather, a source of innovation and experimentation the 

IBA current and future urban development in all its facets. (SenStadtUm-IBA 

Berlin, 2012) 

Berlin has already hosted an International Building Exhibition twice in the past: 

1957: Interlay, which resulted in the construction of the Hansaviertel, where the 

architectural avant-garde realised as an example of the post war modern style 

the dream of a functional, green urban landscape. 

1984: The IBA 84/87, which led the movement against the urban development 

with demolition under the motto of critical reconstruction and sensitive urban 

renewal. 

The IBA Berlin 2020 will support an urban development strategy with the goals 

for sustainable growth for the future with more quality, beauty and vibrancy, 

more equal opportunities, increased energy efficiency and participation. The 

IBA Berlin 2020 is intended to be both an engine and testing laboratory for the 

question: How does a metropolis strategically recognise, use and promote its 

strength? 

(http://www.stadtentwicklung.berlin.de/staedtebau/baukultur/iba/en/stadtkapital.shtml) 

 

The IBA Berlin 2020 is the instrument for Urban Development.  The IBA Berlin 

2020 developed an urban development startegy with goals of sustainable 

development for the future Berlin with more quality, beauty and vibrancy, more 

equal opportunities, increased energy efficiency and increased citizen 

participation. The concept developed with three main startegies :Capital city 

(Haupstadt), Spacious City (Raumstadt), Instant City (Sofortstadt) 
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 The Capital City 

The IBA Berlin 2020 will position in internationally as an example of an urban 

project which not only places buildings but also stakeholders and processes in 

centre stage. The IBA Berlin 2020 develops strategies for mixed city. The mixed 

city refers to the new forms of urban development and aesthetic dimensions for 

the functional mix. Other major issues is the design of the urban area for the 

different usage requirements in the mixed city. 

 

 The Spacious City 

The Space City explores the potential of empty spaces, buildings, wastelands 

and all kinds of vacant areas. The IBA Berlin 2020 aims to develop an intelligent 

urban development strategy for numerous voids, large and small area in Berlin, 

which increased the quality life in the city. The spaces can be secured as open 

spaces for development, or used as areas that gave positive effect on the 

climate. They can also be kept open yet unknown uses and acquisitions, 

converted or reorganised as potential building areas where model architecture 

projects can be constructed. 

 

 The Instant City 

The Instant city is both a method and tools for experimentation, building on the 

special culture of planning and participation in Berlin. The instant city refers to 

the temporary uses which Berlin is the home of temporary use. The 

participatory approaches with the democratic process and the citizen as the 

decision makers are given the opportunity of the citizen to form their city. 

 

4.1.3 Cohousing in Berlin 

Germany has long tradition in the history about self-organized  housing. During 

the intense industrial period between 1840-1873, the first cooperative was 

founded in response the worsening conditions of the labour (hard labour, long 

hours, and poor living conditions. In the beginning, 20th century after the World 

War I and some periods of the Great Depression in 1929 which was weakened 
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the economy; the cooperative became a commonly used instrument for social 

development to cover basic needs and later  for housing development. In 

periods of 1945s, after World War II, it was estimated 4 millions houses was 

destroyed during the war, and housing was needed for 12, 5 million about 

refugees. Germany was started the period of reconstruction of the cities and 

industry. The social housing with state-subsidized loans was begun in order to 

provide housing for low income. It was made the housing affordable for the 

people. In 1968, the student revolt began  in Paris, which demands for greater 

personal freedom and reform social values with more liberal ideas about moral 

and way of life in society. This movement was spread in many countries, 

including Germany. This period of time, the shared living arrangements and the 

fist commune were formed. (Novy-Huy, 2011, p.76-79). In the middle of 

twentieth century the community organized initiatives seems to be lost in the 

increasing of individualization, mechanization, urbanization and middle class 

welt (Droste and Knorr-Siedow 2012, p.29). In 1970s and 80s the property 

speculation resulting protest and violent toward the authorities and squatters 

occupied buildings, which left vacant or made unaffordable (Novy-Huy, 2011, 

P.79). 

Droste and Knorr-Siedow stated that cohousing also includes the category of 

squatter's building. Vacant apartment buildings, barrack and factories were 

occupied in the result of misguided urban (renewal) policies. In Berlin, there are 

more than 300 squatter’s buildings. This period of time the urban and political 

initiatives were brought together with collective housing model and alternative 

lifestyle. Some of the squats were failed; some of them changed their original 

alternative and intention, and others were created collaborative building and 

living with local culture and neighborhood development, and some of them 

transformed into self-help  activities to being competent business and non 

profits managers. These new entrepreneurs have contributed to the production 

of affordable and self managed housing. In the few decades, the cohousing is 

growing with a newer model and diversity such as combine architecture 

standard, energy efficiency, market oriented project, rental building, gender and 

multi generation (Droste and Knorr-Siedow 2012, p.29). The cohousing projects 
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go by names for many different purposes: Intergeneration living, Housing for 

elderly, Housing with children, Women’s housing projects, Housing project for 

gay and lesbian, Communal housing for disabled and able-bodied and Shared 

housing for people with certain illnesses (Novy-Huy 2010, p, and 79-80). 

Looking back at the history show that in Germany the cohousing impulse and 

framework have been changing (Ache and Fedrowitz 2012, p.397). 

 

The cohousing projects map by Fedrowitz 2011a, show that there are clustered 

of projects in Hamburg, Berlin, Munich, The Rhine-Ruhr area, Freiburg i.Br. and 

Rhine-Main (Figure 7). Ache and Fedrowitz stated that in that region, the 

pioneer of cohousing project on those regions are often former squatters. The 

concentration in the cities because of the larger number of citizen with 

alternative, modern lifestyle, citizens who are looking for new forms of 

community but who prefer to live in the city. Statistically, the cohousing projects 

are organized in small units, 50 per sent to the project are less than 30 people. 

70 percent of projects are house project consisting of single house or building 

which each household has a separate flat. 20 percent of the projects are 

communities within the settlement and 8 present of the project are intense 

community like communes and flat sharing communities. The communes are 

often located in the rural area whereas flat sharing communities located in 

urban area (Ache and Fedrowitz 2012, p.396-398). 
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Figure 7: Types and distribution of cohousing projects2 

 

 

The development of cohousing in Germany is becoming a trend. The graph in 

figure 5  indicates the rising development of cohousing since 1970 until 2010. 

The legal form is various from the project in owner occupied, rental project, part 

of non-profit organization, new founded cooperative, traditional cooperative and 

other. Ache and Fedrowitz stated that the legal form of cohousing is crucial for a 

cohousing project because it links to the conceptual and the financial framework 

of the project (Ache and Fedrowitz 2012, p.398).  

                                                           
2
 Source : Fedrowitz,2011a 
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Figure 8: The development of cohousing and types of legal form3 

 

Ache and Fedrowitz stated that despite the rising number of cohousing 

development and the rich of knowledge’s in terms of processes and structures it 

is necessary to support the cohousing project. The range of the support for the 

people who have sufficient capacities such as organizing the group formation, 

finding the right building or land, defining the right design, developing a financial 

framework, finding the appropriate legal form and managing the building during 

use (Ache and Fedrowitz 2012,p.404). 

                                                           
3
 Source : Fedrowitz, 2011a 
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4.2 Cohousing Definitions and Characteristics 

Cohousing has diver’s images in people’s mind such as society based, 

ideological or political, religious or spiritual, environmental, aged group, 

cooperative, commune, and so on. It is also diverse in the terminology such as 

collaborative, collective, cooperative, and communal. Moreover,  cohousing also 

interpreted as the self-organized  housing event though some of them were 

managed by the architects or developers. Cohousing also refers to sustainable 

housing because some of the houses use energy efficiency; in another hand not 

all cohousing has those technologies because it is more expensive, some 

residents view sustainability from the way of life. Some countries embed and 

articulate with the local term such as Baugemeinschaften (Germany), 

kollektivhus (Sweden), Collectief wonen (Austria), collaborativo (Italy), Centraal 

wonen (Netherlands). However, sometimes the local term is not sufficient 

enough to express what is cohousing about. For example, the German term 

Baugemeinschaft are considered cohousing, however sometimes they do not 

necessarily to have community living and no demand on participation (Krokfors 

2012, p.1).  Knorr-Siedow stated that people cannot  translate cohousing in one 

German word (interview with Knorr-Siedow,31.08.2012). The cohousing 

definition is also various; it depend on the context. Droste stated that there is 

not one definition of cohousing there are couple of definitions (interview with 

Droste,31.08.2012).  

This chapter will present some definitions and characteristics of cohousing in 

different perspective which is compliment each other and make cohousing is 

rich. Krokfors mention that those different images and interpreted in various 

forms of cohousing arouse a new kind of public interest, which has begun more 

attractive (Krokfors 2012, p.1). Moreover,  Ache and Fedrowitz stated that 

different type of cohousing development is increased the attractiveness of 

cohousing projects (Ache and Fedrowitz 2012, p.395). 

In their book: Cohousing: Contemporary Approaches to Housing Ourselves, 

McCamant and Durret explained:   

Bofoellesskaber or living community describe as a housing that combines the 

autonomy of private dwellings with advantage of community living. Each 

household has private residence, but also shares extensive common facilities 
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with the larger group, such as kitchen and dining hall, children playrooms, 

workshops, guest rooms, laundry and facilities. Although individual dwelling has 

its own kitchen, the common facilities, and particularly common dinners, are 

important aspects of community life both for social and practical reasons 

(McCamant and Durret 1998, p.10). 

McCamant and Durret identified four the common characteristics of cohousing. 

1. Participation Process: Residents are organized and participate in the 

planning and design process, and they are the decision maker as a 

group. 

2. Intentional Neighbourhood Design: One of the several factors to create 

strong community is the physical design; therefore, it is intentionally 

designed for social contact. 

3. Extensive common Facilities:  common areas are the complement, and 

the extend of the residential units which use for everyday life as the 

integral part of community living such as communal kitchen and dining 

are and various infrastructure (communal washing machine, children 

playground, hobby area, and many more) 

4. Complete Resident management: Residents manage the development, 

making decisions of common concern at community 

(McCamant and Durret 1998, p.38). 

 

According to cohousing US network, the cohousing definition is : 

Cohousing is a type of collaborative housing in which resident actively 

participate in the design and operation of their neighborhood 

(www.cohousing.org) 

  

The residents are consciously committed to living as a community. The building 

is intentionally designed to encourage social contact and individual space. 

There are private homes but also common facilities such as open space, 

courtyards, play ground and common house. The cohousing defined in six 

characteristics:  
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1. Participatory process  

The residents participate in the design of the community so that it meets 

the needs. The residents not always initiated the project; some 

developers do the initiation or even driven the project, therefore, the 

developer should encourage the future resident participants. If the 

resident is not in participate in the design the well design which is based 

on the resident’s need is not achievable, and it is not a cohousing 

community. 

2. Neighborhood design 

The physical design of the cohousing intentionally encourages the social 

contact between the residents. For example, the private residents are 

facing each other across the pedestrian street. 

3. Common Facilities 

4. Common facilities are the integral part of the community which 

encourages the social contact. These common facilities are used 

together by the residents as a daily used such as common kitchen, 

dining area, sitting area, children playroom, laundry, workshop, library 

room, sport room, guess room as well as the garden. 

5. Resident management 

The cohousing resident management is carried on by its own residents. 

The activities are varied from maintenance of the building and regular 

meeting. 

6. Non hierarchical structure and decision making 

Every resident has the same right in the cohousing community in terms 

of decision making. Most of cohousing group make all the decision 

making by consensus; voting is rarely. 

7. No shared community economy 

The community is not a source of income for its members. Once in a 

while the community will pay one of the residents to do a certain task if it 

is necessary, but typically, the member of the residents will contribute 

and share responsibility  

(source: www.cohousing.org) 
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Scotthanson and Scotthanson from Canada describe that in cohousing people 

intend to live together, but it allows for private ownership and private control, 

which is privately owned. Cohousing means that people make a major step 

toward community without giving up privacy or control their personal lives. 

Cohousing is also a housing type which creating an environment which 

supports the community interaction through the design (Scotthanson and 

Scotthanson 2005, p.5).  

According to Vestbro, cohousing can be interpreted as collaborative housing, 

collective housing, and communal housing. He stated that cohousing can be 

defined as housing with common space and facilities. Collaborative housing is 

interpreted to housing oriented towards collaboration between residents. 

Collective housing is used when emphasizing the collective organization of 

service in housing and communal housing refers to housing for togetherness 

and sense of community (Vestbro 2010, p.29). 

 

Ache and Fedrowitz defined cohousing as;  

Cohousing projects are those were inhabitants cultivate closer social contacts 

than would normally be the case. The residents want to benefit from communal 

activities, mutual support and stable neighborhood in general. Cohousing is not 

just a physical form, but a certain form of daily practice. Additional 

characteristics are the strong involvement of the future inhabitants during the 

conceptual and planning phase, a kind of contract that formulates the sense of 

community, or communal spaces in addition to individual units. (Ache and 

Fedrowitz 2012, p.395). 

Droste and Knorr-Siedow defined possible definition that cohousing include 

intentional, inclusive communities with varying degrees of resident participation 

in planning and management the apartments or homes, common spaces and 

infrastructures, gardens, etc., in a non speculative form of collaborative 

ownership (Droste and Knorr-Siedow 2012.b). They mentioned three elements 

of cohousing; participation element, convivial elements and communal 

elements. 
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 Formal participation, element of parliamentary or representative 

collective organization, for example, shared spaces, decision making, 

administration, management of activates. 

 Convivial elements:  shared services, meals. 

 Communal elements:  shared labour and income. 

Droste mentioned that there is not one definition of cohousing, for Berlin, there 

are a couple of definitions. A broad definition is people deciding to live together 

in one building, buying in more equal shares, having share spaces inside and 

outside, having shared activities in terms of planning, organizing daily life 

afterwards. Some people end up living in ownership, others with owner-

occupied  houses (condominium), others which really life with community. They 

consider what the important service for the community, something about 

cooking, and something about working together, something about having co 

working spaces. And there is another type of cohousing which is the 

cooperative housing. The most important characteristics are mostly better of 

housing. (interview with Droste,31.08.2012) 

 

Knorr-Siedow stated that the definition of cohousing shouldn’t come from the 

outside; the definitions should come from within. It is because there is a wide 

variety of cohousing for example, owner-occupied  house which almost squats, 

another type of the collaboration model like cooperative, some of the cohousing 

priorities eating together; some are very organized toward one common goals; 

some are religious projects; some are committed to sustainability (interview  

Knorr-Siedow,31.08.2012). There are some cohousing that are politically active 

in the neighborhood, other just thinking and doing something for them selves, 

other are dominated by young people which have  the right to squat; Some 

cohousing wanted to live in multigenerational aspects and self-help aspect; 

others are 55 plus; others are just in the same age group, some are young 

families often dominated by media or design business, artist occupation. There 

is also a big different on the dimension of the group started with 10 until 12 flats 

or family up to 400 people like in the Möckenkriez project. And then there is 

another type of cohousing which is the cooperative housing, then you have 
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different typologies or dimension of cooperative housing from 5 to 7 flats with 

traditional cooperative up to 10,000 members. The cohousing is the umbrella 

words for variety of different things. Knorr-Siedow said that the common 

characteristics are community oriented, and some of the cohousing project is 

political.  

Dorothee Röger from GLS Bank (Gemeinschaftsbank für Leihen und Schenken) 

Berlin defined cohousing as people  who want to live together, and they can be 

many different ways. The two main ways that people have to decide in the 

beginning which if they want to own their apartment or flat, or if they want to rent 

it, because people can live together in the building where they have their own 

flat but they have a place to meet together such as on the ground level or on the 

roof terrace. People can have close relationship, but they still own their flat in 

another in the building nobody owns the flat or they rent the flats. The 

ownership does not really say how the relationship of the residents. Especially 

in Berlin, cohousing is understood as a group of people living together where 

you have common space, for example, kitchen for 10- 15, people and these 

people is not a student but older people, families with little children living 

together in one big roof in one big kitchen. The most characteristic of cohousing 

in Berlin is the democratic. The group should decide together what they want to 

build and also what they want to live. Röger stated that the meaning of 

democration is deciding together, a person has to bring opinions to the group, 

and the group has to decide what they want. It is not one person decide for the 

other like if people rent flats  and the landlords decide for them, for example, the 

heating system, etc. In cohousing; people have to learn how to discuss and 

make decision and to present their opinion, to bring the people together and 

decide the content what they want. Participatory is another characteristic where 

people have really worked in the cohousing project; people should bring their 

time and energy. Another characteristic is non speculative; the cohousing is 

only for the people who want to live in that type of housing not for speculation. 

The cohousing project that GLS Bank supports are which the building has the 

ecological characteristic such as using green energy (solar panel, good 

insulation, geothermal). The human capital is the interesting characteristics; the 
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group should provide approximately 20% form he cost of the project, and GLS 

Bank will provide 80% loans. The 20% came from a lot of people in the group; it 

can be money or human capital. (interview with Dorothee Röger, 29.08.2012). 

According to Sabine Eyrich from Netzwerkagentur GenerationenWohnen, 

cohousing is a group of different community housing projects, which have 

common aim to living together both in new building and in old building. The 

people want to live together and spend the daily life in the group as a kind of 

family. Some of the people in cohousing project wanted to build a good building 

with good architecture and new ecological standard. Eyrich stated that 

cohousing has more aspects in common life that people share activity on their 

daily life, and moreover, the cohousing project is multigenerational where it has 

mixed group age of people. However, the cohousing is not a flat share; people 

have common room where they can share the group life like living room, big 

kitchen, garden or roof terrace, but they have their own flat with every function 

such as bathroom and kitchen. The cohousing is dynamic like a family where 

they have a good time in the family, sometimes they have the own problem in 

their job and bring their problem and sadness in the group. However, 

sometimes after 4 to 5 years the community living is not worked, they don’t 

know why somehow it is not going anymore, but suddenly in seven years they 

have  a small project, for example, to renovate garden or living room and the 

community living is going on again. The inclusion is one of the cohousing 

characteristics. Inclusion aims to have inclusive community to include old 

people, young people and people with different income. The size of the group is 

minimum 25 people, because if the group is too small and the character and 

background s very different, it is difficult to have stable community. Eyrich 

stated that too small or too mix up is too exhausting. Common space should be 

the basis of cohousing and very important and cohousing should be non 

speculative more over the ecological standard is also important (interview with 

Sabine Eyrich,10.09.2012). 

Jeanette Albrecht from Mietergenossenschaft SelbstBau e.G., the cooperative 

housing organization  which is managing 20 cohousing projects in Berlin, stated 

the vision of theory cohousing projects are social oriented, multigenerational 
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and each project is cooperative. Some characteristics are democratic, 

participation, self-help,  share infrastructure and common space. Democratic 

because every household has the same right, although they have a different 

amount of share in the cooperative. Each person also has the same right to 

choose or be elected as the executive board as the assembly of members. 

People can participate in the design of the house, or create a garden. In the 

former times, the residents could work in building for non technical or non 

construction work. Some of the projects have common space such as garden or 

roof garden, common room where a resident can use for party or playing table 

tennis. Some of them share facilities such as a washing machine. (interview 

with Jeannette Albrecht,14.08.2012) 

According to Honeck who works in id22 explained that a group of people had 

his idea to find an alternative way of housing which more link to community and 

link to nature. In cohousing, there was different houses, which were private and 

there are one community houses or common houses where people get together 

and share different type of life together. The important aspect is the combination 

that the residents have housing privacy and public. Honeck provided a name of 

“urban cohousing” as the extended concept of Danish cohousing idea, where it 

is not necessary the resident eats together, but the very important that resident 

has private space; every project has common kitchen or common room or 

garden where they could gather once a week or once a month. Honeck stated 

that some of the cohousing characteristics are self-organized and participation. 

Self organized means that the residents taking over the process during the 

planning, construction, maintenance of the house and managing the 

community. Participation means that the residents involve in the design of the 

building. However, according to Honeck, sometimes it is better to leave some 

decision by the architect. Moreover, he stated that sometimes the participation 

in the self-organized project is very hard for the group. The residents should 

really put the effort; they should make a decision together and solve many 

problems, and this brings friction because everybody has the different desire. 

(interview with Thomas Honeck,14.08.2012) 
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LaFond et all 2012 who launched a Cohousing Culture book in Berlin 2012, 

ideally defined cohousing as;  

Resident are creating community and encouraging neighborhood engagement beyond 

the borders of their projects and so helping to develop their cities. They experimenting 

with ecological building and sharing and thus are saving energy and other resources. 

These initiatives are bringing together generations and developing inclusive initiatives 

are bringing together generations and developing inclusive living environments and 

new, attractive qualities of life. Cohousing emphasizes collaborative and self managed 

social architectures. Residents share a vision of community-oriented living, developed 

through cooperative planning and management, and supported through common daily 

experiences. Specially designed spaces and coordinated activities encourage 

communication within housing project and interaction with surrounding 

neighbourhoods. Ownership structure work against speculation and help secure 

affordability over time. (LaFond et all 2012, p.17) 

 

4.3 Cohousing’s Actors  in Berlin  

Actors in cohousing refer to people or organization or institution, which taking 

part in the cohousing project development. According to the cohousing 

workshop in the Experimentdays 12, the actors in cohousing are very diverse; 

they are categories into 3 sectors: 1. Public sector (government), 2. Civil 

Society (non-governmental and non-profit organization) and 3. Private sector 

(non governmental for profit). Public sector is government institution and its 

affiliation, for example, municipality or agency that funded by government while 

civil society is the organization which developed by civil society with non 

profitable purposes, foundation, community-based organization and non-profit 

organization. Private sector are companies  which profitable. The list of actors 

can be shown in the table below: 
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Table 3: The list of actors in cohousing in general 

CATEGORY ACTORS 

PUBLIC SECTOR: 

Government 

Municipalities 

Networking agency 

CIVIL SOCIETY:  

 

Non-governmental 

Organization 

 

Non-profit organization 

Residents 

Non-profit organizations 

Cooperatives  

Neighborhood associations 

Researchers 

Universities 

International networks 

Foundations 

Volunteers 

PRIVATE SECTOR: 

 

Non-governmental for profit 

Architects 

Architecture companies 

Construction companies 

Energy planners 

Banks 

Facilitator or mediator 

Lawyers 

Economic advice 

Financial expert 

Source: Cohousing Workshop - Experiment days 12 

 

Cohousing in Berlin has specific actors with various roles in cohousing 

development, which makes the Berlin is rich in supporting actors. Each actor is 

complimenting each other; therefore, this makes cohousing in Berlin works.  
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Table 4: The example cohousing actors in Berlin 

CATEGORY ACTORS EXAMPLES Roles 

 
 
 
PUBLIC 

Government  The Berlin Senate 
Department for Urban 
Development and the 
Environment 
 

-Fund, assistance 
-Land information 
-International exhibition 

Networking agency The Netzwerkagentur 
GenerationenWohnen 

-Information 
-Networking 
-Group assistance 

 
 
 

In between 
public & civil 

society 

Promoter & 
International 
network 

The id22 (Institute for 
Creative Sustainability) 

-Knowledge exchange 
-Workshop, seminar 
-Publication  

Researcher The UrbanPlus -Action oriented research 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CIVIL 
SOCIETY 

Residents The Leuchtturm e.G. -Organizing, project 
management, resident 
management 

Cooperative The Mietergenossenschaft 
SelbstBau e.G. 

-Organizing 
-project management 
-Technical support 
-Resident management 

Non profit 
organization 

The Mietshäuser Syndikat -Fund 
-Project management 

Foundation The Stiftung trias -Land 
-Fund support 
-Publication 

Volunteers Friends, family members 
(parents), colleagues 

-Fund 
-Knowledge 

In between 
civil & private 

Bank The GLS Bank -Financial support 
-Technical assistance 

 
 
 
 
 
PRIVATE 

Architect The PlanBar 3 Architecture 
office 

-Initiation 
-Design 
project management 
-Moderator 

Construction 
Company 

 -Construction work 

Energy planners The Planning Office Roth -Energy efficiency design 

Facilitator/ 
Moderator 

The Agentur Wohnwille -Project management 
-Community organizing 

Information agency The WOHNPORTAL -Webpage 
-Project information 

Project 
development 

The Winfried Härtel 
 

-Project management 
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 Government: The Berlin Senatsverwaltung für Stadtwicklung und Umwelt 

(the SenStadtUm) or the Berlin Senate Department for Urban 

Development and Environment 4 

The SenstadtUm Berlin is one of the Senate departments of the Berlin state 

government which has been responsible in the urban development  such as 

planning, urban construction, building management, neighborhood 

management, landscape planning, traffic management, Geoportal, environment 

management as well as information management regarding the urban 

development. The SenstadtUm Berlin commissioned Stattbau City 

Development Company with the establishment of the Netzwerkagentur 

GenerationenWohnen or the Network for Intergeneration living agency in Berlin. 

This network agency has a very important role for cohousing development in 

Berlin because it provides various information about cohousing and linking 

among stakeholders in cohousing. The Senstadt Berlin also provides financial 

support to some institutions or organizations or activities in promoting 

cohousing project. Moreover,  the SenstadtUm Berlin provides information of 

the land plot available for cohousing project.  

 

 Networking Agency:   the Netzwerkagentur GenerationenWohnen 5 

The Netzwerkagentur GenerationenWohnen or network for intergeneration 

living sees itself as models for community housing projects, as a consultant on 

all aspects of intergenerational living, as a mediator to support the development 

and implementation of the cohousing project idea and as a mediator for housing 

industry, to housing association, private house and property owner. The agency 

provides free initial and basic counseling for cohousing applicants with project 

ideas, for projects in the planning stages and for an ongoing project. Some 

example of advice that the agency can provide are what type of cohousing is 

right for the applicants, how to find a group, which organization should the 

applicant choose and how the finance consideration.  

 

                                                           
4 www.stadtentwicklung.berlin.de 
5 www.netzwerk-generationen.de 
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 Promoter:  The id22 (Institute for Creative Sustainability) 6 

The id22 is a non profit, civil society-based organization supporting cultures of 

sustainable urban development and innovative housing. The id22 assists and 

publicizes self-organized  housing projects, organizes networking events, 

produces publications, operates Internet portals and work with media partners 

to qualitatively improve the urban living environment. The id22 has been 

working for many years with Berlin as well as networks and civil-society  

foundations from local and international levels. Among the initiatives organised 

by the id22 is Experimentcity, with the associated annual EXPERIMENTDAYS 

collaborative housing event, exhibitions, excursions and workshops, as well as 

the maintenance of its participative Internet platform:  WOHNPORTAL Berlin.  

 

 Researchers : The UrbanPlus 7 

The UrbanPlus integrates urban and neighborhood development, governance 

processes, knowledge-based urban regional development, cross-linked action 

for energy-efficient  neighbourhoods, strategies for social housing provision and 

innovative housing concepts. The UrbanPlus uses research and experience in 

the design, facilitation and mediation of planning development processes, on 

behalf of political, administrative and civil-society  actors. It also leverages its 

scientific expertise, process oriented, in order to develop urban areas for variety 

of lifestyle and situations.  

 

 Cooperative:  The Mietergenossenschaft SelbstBau e.G.8 

The Mietergenossenschaft SelbstBau e.G. is the tenant cooperative, with its 

members acquire house for residential projects and renovated, their main focus 

is affordable and self-determined life and living. The affordable housing is 

developed and maintained and are removed from the market speculation. The 

organization was founded in 1990, and at the present about 20 housing project 

has been organized and managed. The rent costs cover the maintenance costs, 

administrative costs and risks. However, there is no profit-oriented  marketing 

                                                           
6 www.id22.net.en 
7 www.urban-plus.eu 
8 www.selbstbau-eg.de 

http://www.urban-plus.eu/
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for residential space. Automatically change the general rents. The member of 

the house group decides on the design of the house, the use of common areas, 

including measures to operating costs and energy saving.   

 

 Non-profit organization The Mietshäuser Syndikat 9 

The Mietshäuser Syndikat is a cooperative and non-profit investment company 

organized for independent capital market purchase of houses, which are 

converted to a self-organized into public ownership in order to create affordable 

housing and spaces.  In 2012, the organization is involved in 65 housing 

projects in Germany, including 16 in Freiburg and 14 in Berlin and Potsdam.  

 

 Foundation:  The Stiftung trias 10 

The Stiftung trias is charitable foundation for soil, ecology and housing. The 

foundation view that the soil is essential to life, and it should not be treated as a 

commodity. The foundation promotes community living, self-organization,  

mutual aid and green building. Moreover, it supported biological construction, 

energy-saving  construction and community use. The Stiftung trias foundation 

work through targeted investment in land to implement its goals, helping 

projects to secure their ideal goals and action as a reservoir for funds in order to 

promote the next projects. The foundation wants to improve the community 

housing projects.  

 

 Bank:  The GLS Bank (Gemeinschaftsbank für Leihen und Schenken)11 

With its motto “money for the people," the GLS Bank claims to be the first 

social-ecological universal bank in the world. The bank keeps investing in 

human needs, and developed the natural resources and obtains a reasonable 

return on investment and economic development opportunities for the future. 

The GLS bank contributes to the improvement of human livelihoods and 

increase development opportunities for future generations. The GLS Bank in 

                                                           
9 www.syndikat.org, de.wikipedia.org/wiki/ Mietshäuser_syndicate 
10 www.stiftung-trias.de 
11 www.gls.de 

http://www.syndikat.org/
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Berlin support view cohousing development projects through financial 

assistance and soft loans. 

 

 Moderator:  The Agentur Wohnwille12 

The Agentur Wohnwille is one of the moderator institutions, which supports 

housing development projects so that the building can actually begin. The 

working areas of this agency are various from referral to experienced architects, 

concept development and group meeting. The Agentur Wohnwille is linking 

between the future residents and the stakeholders, facilitating group meeting 

and concept development in the community housing projects.  

 

 Project Management: The Winfried Härtel Project Development Office13 

The office aims to develop projects together the residential projects and other 

projects together with the future users. The agency operates primarily in the 

areas of consulting, design and construction management. The office works 

with the processes in dynamic group, individual needs and the cooperation with 

future residents. The focus is community living, renewable energy, social 

services and reuse of buildings. 

 

 Information agency:  The WOHNPORTAL 14 

The WOHNPORTAL is the platform for residential projects, cooperatives and 

building communities and interface for creative self-organization  in Berlin and 

Brandenburg. The network diverse urban actors to put together approach to 

sustainable urban development and innovative forms of housing to develop. 

The future residents can search communal living projects and cooperatives, get 

advice from non-profit and professional actors to research more information on 

sustainable urban development and find out about the upcoming events. The 

bidders of a project can present to inform of the current residential community 

or building project. (www.wohnportal-berlin.de)  

 

                                                           
12 www.kristian-wulkau.de 
13 www.winfriedhaertel.de 
14 www.wohnportal-berlin.de 
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4.4 Cohousing General Management  Process in Berlin 

The development process in cohousing projects are various. Some cohousing 

projects are developed by the future residents; some of them are developed by 

the architects, and some of them are developed by the non-profit organization 

and others are developed by the cooperative. The project also varies with the 

model of ownership such as private property, rental or cooperative model. 

Moreover,  the development process also related to the legal status form such 

as Cooperative (Genossenschaft), GmbH or GbR or Verein. The 

Netzwerkagentur GenerationenWohnen as an institution which supports 

information for future cohousing residents provides general information to 

organize the cohousing project in Berlin. There are three organizations to 

consider in cohousing project: 1. Ownership model, 2. Legal status form, 3. 

Development phases. (Netzwerkagentur GenerationenWohnen 2011, p.3) 

 

4.4.1 Ownership model 

The Netzwerkagentur GenerationWohnen defined three models of ownership 

for cohousing in Berlin. The first one is the private property model; the second is 

cooperative model, and the third is the rental model. The decision for one of 

these three models for cohousing project is important to set up the specific legal 

form. Each model has its own advantages and disadvantages both for the group 

and for the single group member. (Netzwerkagentur GenerationenWohnen 

2011, p.3). 

a. Private Property model 15 

In the type of private property ownership, the resident is the owner of their flat, 

and the common areas are own by the group. The group can get the credit from 

the bank with less own capital compare to Genossenschaft or cooperative 

model. The advantages of the private property model are: 

 Free rent 

 Support from government 

 Tax advantages 

                                                           
15 Netzwerkagentur GenerationenWohnen 2011, p.3 
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 Quality of life 

 Secure investment 

 Investment for pension 

 

b. Genossenschaft or Cooperative model16 

In the cooperative model, the building and the land is owned by the cooperative. 

The residents are the member of the cooperative, and they have shares. There 

are two types of cooperatives: Bestandgenossenschaft or existing cooperative 

and Junge Genossenschaft or new cooperative. In the Bestandgenossenschaft, 

the resident should share a bigger amount of the capital rather than the credit 

whereas in the Junge Genossenscahft, the residents share less big rather than 

the credit. The advantages of this cooperative ownership model are: 

 Financing management by the cooperative 

 Government support 

 Flexibility  

 Not so much effort to set up the housing project. 

 Save investment 

 Reduce debt 

 

c. Rental Model 17 

In this model, the resident is renting the flats and the owner of the flats is 

someone else. The advantages of this model are: 

 Flexibility  

 Small risk 

 The resident doesn’t need primary capital. 

 Small effort 

 No debt 

 

 

 

                                                           
16 Netzwerkagentur GenerationenWohnen 2011, p.3 
17

 Netzwerkagentur GenerationenWohnen 2011, p.3 
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The three types of ownership model can be shown in the picture below: 

Figure 9: The ownership model 

 

                    Source: Netzwerkagentur GenerationenWohnen, brochure 2012  

4.4.2 Legal form  

Different types of legal status are offered for cohousing project, and it 

depending on the interest of the future residents and their resources. The most 

often use of the legal form is e.G. (Die Genossenschaft) or cooperative, GmbH 

(Die Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung) or company with limited liability, 

GbR (Die Gesellschaft bürgerlichen Rechts) or company with constituted under 

civil law and e.V. (Verein) or association. These legal forms have different 

requirement for establishment. The differences are in case of time for set up / 

establishment / development, the basic capital which is needed, the minimal 

amount of members and the legal requirements. (Netzwerkagentur 

GenerationenWohnen 2011, p.4). 

 

 e.G. (Die Genossenschaft) or cooperative 18 

The Genossenschaft or cooperative is a union of members with the same 

economic and social interest. Each member of the cooperative has the same 

right to vote independently without consider how much share he or she has. 

About two until three months are needed to set up the cooperative, capital 

money is not needed and at least three people as a member of the cooperative. 

Legal requirements: 

o written constitution 

o Cooperative registration 

 

                                                           
18 Netzwerkagentur GenerationenWohnen 2011, p.4 
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o Finance and economic planning are necessary. 

o The signatory person should be legalized by the public notary 

 

 GmbH (Die Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung)19 

The GmbH or a company with limited liability is a legal entity in Germany, which 

emphasizes the fact that the owners (Gesellschafter, also known as members) 

of the entity are not personally liable for the company’s debt. 

About two, months are needed to set up the GmbH, about 25,000 Euro is 

needed for capital and only need one person in the structure to set up the 

GmbH.  

Legal requirements: 

o Written contract document 

o Trade register 

o Company contract which is legalized by the public notary 

 

 GbR (Die Gesellschaft bürgerlichen Rechts)20 

GbR is the basic form of a company which owned limited legal ability. Every 

stake holder is responsible for the debt of the company. About two months are 

needed to set up the GbR; capital money is not needed and at least two people 

in as a member of the GbR. 

Legal requirements: 

o Constitution 

o Company contract 

 

 e.V. (Der Verein) or association 21 

Verein is a voluntary union of the member of people who have a common 

purpose with non-profit  background. At least, a few months are needed to set 

up the Verein; capital money is not needed and at least seven people as a 

member of the Verein. 

 

                                                           
19 Netzwerkagentur GenerationenWohnen 2011, p.4 
20 Netzwerkagentur GenerationenWohnen 2011, p.4 
21 Netzwerkagentur GenerationenWohnen 2011, p.3 
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Legal requirement: 

o Written constitution 

o Association register 

o Signatory people are legalized by the public notary 

 

The four models of Legal form can be shown in the table below: 

Table 5: Summary legal form models for Cohousing project in Berlin 

LEGAL FORMS TIME CAPITAL PERSONS 

e.G. (Genossenschaft) 2-3 No 3 

GmbH 2 25,000 Euro 1 

GbR 2 No 2 

e.V. (Verein) 2 No 7 

(adapted by the author from Netzwerkagentur GenerationenWohnen 2011, p.4) 

 

4.4.3 The cohousing development process in general 

There are different stages of cohousing development within the common project 

until the community or group can stay and live together. Generally, the first 

stage is orientation, planning, purchasing, construction and residential phase. 

Normally, the stage of orientation and the construction phase need the most 

time. The most important things are that every person for the future residents 

knows each other very well through intensive interactions starting with wises pr 

vision and financial ability. Otherwise, it is difficult to establish the cohousing 

project and also later really to live together. (Netzwerkagentur 

GenerationenWohnen 2011, p.5) 
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Table 6: General process of cohousing development in Berlin 

PHASES ACTIVITIES DURATION 

ORIENTATION PHASE 

 

 Interest group 

 Searching members 

 Searching experts 

 Searching location/land 

 Concept 

 Cost estimation 

 Organizational & legal form 

6 - 12 months 

PLANNING PHASE 

 

 Planning legal requirement 

 Architect/ consultant selection 

 Construction company selection 

 Planning construction project 

 Optimizing design and costing 

 Securing finance 

3 - 6 months 

PURCHASE 

CONSTRUCTION PHASE 

 

 Land purchase 

 Bill of construction activity 

 Tendering work 

 Construction insurance 

4 - 6 months 

CONSTRUCTION PHASE 

 

 Supervision 

 Finance control 

 Hand over 

12-15 months 

RESIDENTAL PHASE 

 

 Management 

 Group process 

 

(source: Netzwerkagentur GenerationenWohnen – brochure 2011, p.5). 

 

According to LaFond, in the cohousing project implementation, the duration of 

time will be more than which mention above; some case the time is double, for 

example, the orientation phase will be 12 – 24 months, planning phase 6-12 

months; purchase for construction will be about 8-12 months and construction 

about 18 until 24 months (interview with LaFond, 2012). 

5. CASE STUDIES  

This chapter describes the case studies of four projects based on the analysis 

of the findings. The projects were selected by the representing actors who 

conducted the development and the management of the cohousing project. 

First, the Leuchtturm e.G. which was developed and managed by the residents, 

secondly the Werkpalast Lichtenberg which was developed and managed by 
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the residents and the cooperative, followed by  the Lebenstraum Johannistal 

which was developed and managed by the architect and the residents and 

finally, the Hausprojekt M29 which was developed and managed by the 

residents and the non-profit organization. Each project is carried out with focus 

on three areas: the concept or ideas or the vision of the project, the actors and 

the process of development and management. 

Table 7:  List of selected cohousing projects for case studies 

NO KEY ACTORS SELECTED PROJECTS LOCATIONS 

1. Residents The Leuchtturm e.G. 
Pappelallee Str 43 
Prenzlauer Berg, 10437 Berlin 

2. 
Residents + 
Cooperative 

The Werkpalast Lichtenberg 
Alfred-Jung-Str 6-8 
Lichtenberg, 10367 Berlin 

3. 
Architect + 
Residents 

The Lebenstraum 
Johannisthal 

Am Rundling 1-20 
Treptow, 12487 Berlin 

4. 
Residents + 
Non-Profit 
Organization 

The Hausprojekt M29 
Malmöer Str 29 
Prenzlauer Berg, 10437 Berlin 
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Figure 10: Selected projects location22 

 

 The Development and Management 

Development is known as a dynamic process of improvement. Development is 

also known as implementing a change, as growth and advancement of urban 

area, as the phenomenon that suggests that the people are able to control the 

future of their city. Moreover,  it is also known as the phenomenon in which 

people can improve the living conditions in the world23. 

Management is an activity or the act of getting people together to accomplish 

goals and objectives using available resources efficiently and effectively. 

Management comprises planning, organizing, implementation, controlling or 

effort for  accomplishing a goal. Resourcing encompasses the deployment of 

human resources, financial resources, technological resources and natural 

resources (Wikipedia, 2012) 

The context of cohousing development and management in this study is a 

dynamic process of housing development by the people, or group of people or 

                                                           
22 Elaborate by the author, Map source www.hauskauf-berlin.de 

 
23

 www. freedictionay.com 
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non-profit organization to reach the objective of the resident’s vision under the 

certain management. 

The focus area of cohousing development and management are the processes 

of project development, including the steps of the project, the actors, the project 

management (planning, organizing, implementing) and the residential 

management. 

Four cohousing projects were selected for a case study as the example of the 

development and management of cohousing project in Berlin. The case studies 

are selected based on the four different actors who developed and managed 

the project. It is shown in the table below: 

 

5.1 Case Study A:  The Leuchtturm e.G. Project 

The basic data of the Leuchtturm e.G. project presented in the table below:  

Name of the project   : The Leuchtturm e.G. 

Project Completed : 24 June 2010 

Location   : Pappelallee 43, 10437 Prenzlauer Berg, Berlin 

Residents : Children and adolescents (up to 20 years) : 17 

  Adults up to 60 years:  25, adults over 60 years:  3 

Ownership : cooperative rental 

Legal Status : Legal Status: Cooperative, minimum share € 16,000 

Community living : Neighbourly activities, mutual aid,  

  cross cutting construction* 

Community Facilities : Large garden, meeting room, guest room, laundry room 

Commercial unit : 1 unit 

Ground area : 1076 sqm 

Building area : 1620 sqm 

Living area : 1500 sqm 

Common area : 115 sqm 

Construction type : New building 

Building type : Apartment 

Number of flats : 16 flats 

Total project costs : € 3,000,000 

Source:  www.wohnportal-berlin.de/projekt/leuchtturm-genossenschaft 
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 Project timeline  

o 2004: idea, discussion, friends, looking for members, search for 

an object, looking for information and knowledge, network, banks 

o 2007: establish the cooperative 

o 2008: the construction was started 

o 2009: the construction were finished and the people move in 

o 2010 – present (2013) : community living 

 

 Background 

The Leuchtturm e.G. is the name of the cohousing project in Pappelallee 43, 

Prenzlauer Berg, 10437 Berlin. It is located in area with good access of public 

transport within the S-Bahn ring and in a central of neighbourhood atmosphere. 

The building also located in the lively area, with supermarket opposed to the 

building, shops and cafes in the line with Pappelallee street (trias, 2012). The 

project started with the ideas of some people who wanted to live with the 

community; intergenerational living with self managed and ecological home, 

affordable and located in the city. (interview with Gabriele Schambach 

18.11.2012) 

 

 Ecological building and living 

o Created independent energy 

o Heating system with geothermal 

o Solar energy for water heater 

o Special window system which has better air circulation to reduce 

the loss of heating. 

o Share washing machine 
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 Project Stakeholders  

Project stakeholders which involved in the project are presented in the table 

below:  

Table 8; Project Stakeholders in the Leuchtturm e.G.  

NO STAKEHOLDERS ROLES 

1 Residents Organizing and managing the project 

2 Volunteers Information support, collateral 

3 Stiftung trias Land provider 

4 GLS Bank Loans 

5 Architect Participatory design 

6 Construction company Buildings and energy 

7 The Experimentdays Cohousing information 

 

 

 Vision 

The starting point of the project was the idea of living in the community; 

intergenerational living in self managed to build, which was located in the 

central of Berlin.  It was in 2004 when Gabriele Schambach discussed that idea 

with her architect friend Markus Peter Ibrom. She invited some other friends to 

come together to discuss the project, then the project was started.  It was like a 

snowball; the people came and started to discuss a lot of things such as the 

community living, the finance, where they want to live and so on. They wanted 

to live in an ecological building in Prenzlauer Berg with about 20 until 50 people 

and less space for private but have more community space (Schambach, 

18.11.2012). At that time, some people also had political intention, they wanted 

to do a political massage for other people, to have an opinion on different 

matters. It was stronger in the beginning and then more and more people with 

families joined the group, and the political point of view was changes. They just 

wanted to have a good place for living and their children (Pieper, 18.11.2012). 

They also wanted to involve people with less money in the project (Drischau, 

18.11.2012). Schambach stated that the housing project was named a 

Leuchtturm or Lighthouse as a symbol and a message as well; here we are in 

the special way to live, to have an impact on the surrounding and to be 

interactive in the neighbourhood. 
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(Interview with Gabriele Schambach, Ute Pieper and Heike Drischau, 

18.11.2012) 

 Concept 

The central ideas and goals of the Leuchttrum e.G. project are:  

o Non private ownership oriented, self-governing and living in a 

central location in the urban area. 

o Reduction individual space used for the benefit of communal 

space (cross cutting construction) 

o Conservation of resources in terms of sustainable ecological 

principles, especially in the management of the house in terms of 

(construction) materials, water and energy 

(www.leuchtturm-wohnprojekt.de,26.10.2012) 

 

 Group formation 

When the idea was raised in 2004, the group started to search other people 

who wanted to join the project. It started with friends, but some of them were 

stayed and some of them were left. Then they started to advertise in the local 

newspaper to get a larger group. The group started to conduct a regular 

meeting every week to discuss about the project planning. In the beginning, 

they had no idea how to structure and how to finance the project and at that 

time, the information was so limited. Luckily, the people who came in the group 

knew someone in a banks, or architect or cooperative that they could ask for 

information. 

(Interview with Gabriele Schambach, Ute Pieper and Heike Drischau, 

18.11.2012) 

 

 Decision making 

The decision making is quite dynamic. In the planning phase, the discussion 

was more in the how they wanted to live and how to make a project plan. The 

residents admired the process; they discussed everything, and everyone had 

the right to say. That was the reason why the process took five years from 2004 

until 2009. In the construction phase, they should make decisions very fast, and 
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in some cases they let the working group to decide because they did not want 

to discuss a lot of things, moreover, they should decide.  After the project 

completed and the residents were moving in, they did not need to be in a hurry 

to discuss a lot of things and make decisions. In the cooperative, every resident 

has voting rights, no matter how high its deposits are.  

(Interview with Gabriele Schambach, Ute Pieper and Heike Drischau, 

18.11.2012) 

 

 Architect selection 

The residents needed professional architect who could realise the project. They 

established a small working group to set up the criteria for the architect and to 

search the architecture offices. They visited 3 architects and talked with them, 

and finally, they chose Mohr + Whiterer Architect who already had experiences 

on the community-oriented housing project. The architect also has a good 

connection with some stakeholders, especially the Stiftung trias which 

supported the project with the land purchasing. 

 

 Design of space 

The idea of space was not more than 50 sqm per person in order to make the 

space efficient. For example, one single person cannot  use 100 sqm for her/his 

own, although he/she has much money. The residents discussed about the 

spaces which needed by each family. If the family has children, they could add 

the space larger than 50 sqm.  The architect was assisted them to find a good 

design option and solution for the group. Everyone could make a design for 

their own flats but in the end, the architect would assist them to find better 

solution for each resident and for the group. The residents also discussed about 

which floor they preferred to stay, some wanted to stay in the first floor because 

they wanted to be near to the garden, and some wanted in the upper floor. 

Schambach stated that it was like a miracle, they had no problem with that 

because in the beginning, the people wished to live in a community. 

(Schambach,18.11.2012). 
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 Legal form  

The legal form of the project is a cooperative; the residents organized a 

Leuchtturm cooperative (Leuchtturm Genossenschaft or abbreviated as e.G.). 

The cooperative is the principal and the owner of the house. The cooperative 

has management board and supervising boards, which are elected by the 

residents every 3 years. The work of the cooperative members is done by  the 

volunteers, they are organized into working groups where topics are handled. 

(www.leuchtturm-wohnprojekt.de, 26.10.2012). 

Schambach said that to set up the cooperative was not so expensive. Other 

reason is that the residents do not have to pay fee for rent in years and years as 

the residents are the owner of the house. The house is belonging to the 

cooperative, and the residents are the cooperative. The advantage is that the 

loan will going down, while in other place the rent’s price will increased. 

(Interview with Gabriele Schambach, 18.11.2012).  

 

 Purchasing and financing 

The land was purchased and owned by the the Stiftung Trias. The community of 

the Leuchtturm e.G. can use the land for 99 years. The idea was the separation 

between the ground and the construction, so it is impossible for someone to sell 

the land. 

The construction cost was financed by collaboration between the loan from the 

GLS Bank which was 80% and 20% from the residents. The residents shared 

the different amount of money because each person has different financial 

background. Each resident should share minimum 16,000 Euro and maximum 

90,000 Euros, in the average is 32,000 Euros per persons with total of 27 

residents. If someone has more money they could bring someone else with less 

money. This is the unique of cooperative model of the Leuchtturm e.G., 

because normally the cooperative member should pay share per square metre. 

The share is not always in money, some people brought it by working in the 

project. 

The residents organized certain collateral fund for collateral for the risks which 

were required from the GLS Bank. The collateral fund was collected from 

http://www.leuchtturm-wohnprojekt.de/
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friends, families, and colleagues who voluntary wanted to be as the guarantor. 

Each resident should find at least 3 persons who would give a guarantee of 

3,000 Euro per person. They could also find more people to be the guarantor as 

long as the total amount is 9,000 euro. In the total, the residents have 250,000 

euro as collective collateral. 

 

 Construction 

During the construction time the residents did not have enough money to pay 

the professional. They shared the skills among the group to support the project. 

Some residents have a technical background; others have project management 

skill, finance management, etc. Some of the residents also took a full time job 

during the construction. The residents organized small groups with different 

tasks in the project. One example is the architect group which is a group of 

people who work as a bridge between the architect and the community. For 

example, if the architect need a decision about one type of building material, the 

working group will make proposal with three options to the residents to choose 

and decide. However, in the end the residents did not want to discuss every 

small things about construction materials and they let the working group to 

decide. 

 

 Residential Phase 

In 2009 the housing project was completed and the residents were moved in. 

The residents organized working groups in order to manage the residential. 

Every resident does something for the house for example for maintenance, 

operation costs, gardening, cleaning, etc.  

“We are the Gennosenschaft, but it is not like an institution telling us what to do, 

we are living here, so we should organize our self” (Drischau, 2012) 

The residents also wrote down the procedure on how the process to make a 

decision making. The procedure is also to give more power to the working 

group to work in the special issues.  

“If there are specific issues to discuss, We put it on the board so everybody has 

the right to make a comment “ (Pieper, 18.11.2012) 
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The residents organized a meeting every two months to discuss certain issues, 

and the meeting protocol is written down and will be sent to everyone. 

The resident should pay monthly payment that includes payment for loan to the 

bank and the operation costs. 

“at the moment the payment is above the average compare to the price in 

Prenzlauer Berg or 12 euro per square meters but every year the payment is 

reduced as the calculation of annuity. In the end if the loan from the bank has 

already paid, the monthly payment will reduce, and it will be very cheap, while 

other places is always increased” (Pieper, 18.11.2012) ,  

 

 

5.2 Case Study B : The Werkpalast Lichtenberg Project 

 

Project information : 

Name of the project  : The Werkpalast Lichtenberg 

Project Completed : December 2010 

Location  : Alfred-Jung-Str 6-8, Lichtenberg, 10367 Berlin 

Residents : 55 people 

Ownership : Cooperative Rental  

Rental price : 4.5 to 6.5 EUR cold 

Legal Status : (Mietergenossenschaft SelbstBau e.G.) 

Community living : Neighbourly activities, mutual aid 

Community Facilities : Large garden 

Commercial unit : 2 unit 

Ground area : 8489 sqm 

Building area : 2210 sqm 

Construction type : Renovation ex Kindergarden 

Building type : 18 apartements of various sizes (40 – 170 sqm) 

Number of flats : 20 flats 

Total project costs : € 2,000,000 

Ecological building : good insulation, Geothermal energy (heating),  

  solar energy (water heater) 

Source : www.wohnportal-berlin.de/projekt/werkpalast-lichtenberg, date 12.01.2013,  
and www.selbstbau-eg.de/projekte/alfred-jung-strae-6-8, date 12.01.2013 

http://www.wohnportal-berlin.de/projekt/werkpalast-lichtenberg
http://www.selbstbau-eg.de/projekte/alfred-jung-strae-6-8
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 Vision 

In 2006, Silvio Divani and his friend Stefanie Eckert was discussing their 

situation what will be the future look like? They wanted to rent a house which 

has no accumulation of private capital. Then they started to think to do 

something by them self, the most motivation that they wanted to live in the 

central Berlin because that is their hometown.  They wanted to have a house 

with a lot of people; they did not want to live by themselves, and they wanted to 

live with their friends and neighborhood in the community. At that time, they did 

not know what it is looked like. They just wanted to live with people who help 

each other, share things, with social environment. They thought that they 

needed a house for people, which is affordable and in the centre of Berlin. They 

started to think about a cohousing project. They thought that they could have a 

name of the project in maximum three words, which can explain what they want 

to do and what their visions are. They named it: the Werkpalast Lichtenberg, 

werk means working and palast is a palace and Lichtenberg is the name of the 

area. They were working for the project, and they were working to get their own 

palace. (Interview with Silvio Divani,05.11.2012)  

 

 Searching Object and concept 

Silvio and Stefanie started to make a plan by searching an object or property. 

They were searching a former kindergarten which was closed and did not use 

anymore. During that time, a lot of kindergartens in East Germany was closed. 

They chose kindergarten because the history of the soil was good, and usually 

it has a garden. By accident, they found an un-used kindergarten (almost eight 

years) in Alfred Jung Street, Lichtenberg, which was offered to sell from 2005 

but no one bought it. They went to the Katasteramt Berlin who owned the 

property, and they tried to make a plan how they can run such a project and 

make a concept. They also thought if they already have a concept for the 

property, it would give a good position for them. The first concept was living 

creative economy and social. They wanted to live in the place but also invited 

people who need a place to work, mix between residential and working place. 
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They tried to finance the project with selling the working place. However, it was 

fewer possibilities to run the project with the first concept. In the end, they 

changed the concept that almost the flat was a living area.  The reason was 

they need more flats rather than office for work, so they just put only one office 

in the house. Their friends as an architect started to draw the design as the first 

architecture idea. 

 

 Group formation 

Silvio and Stephanie presented their idea to their friends and two of them were 

joined in the project. They started to find more friends, and more people to join. 

In the meantime, they discussed the project plan. It took one year. In 2006, it 

was not easy to find friends or people who would like to stay in Lichtenberg.  

 Project Stakeholders 

Table 9: Project Stakeholders in the Werkpalast Lichtenberg 

NO STAKEHOLDERS ROLES 

1 The Residents Organizing and managing the project 

2 The SelbstBau e.G. Organizing and managing the project 

3 The Stiftung trias Land provider 

4 The GLS Bank Loans 

5 The Architect Participatory design 

6 The Construction company Buildings and energy 

7 The Experimentdays Cohousing information 

 

 Finance 

They did not have enough money to buy the property as the price of the 

government, and they asked for a lower price. In this situation, they should have 

a very good reason and concept to convince the government.  

The government offered 800,000 euro for the price of the property, but they 

didn’t have such money, and they offered less than the price. In the end, they 

sold it with lower price because the property was not in a good condition, and 

the government thought that they had a good concept for the people and the 

city. 

However, they didn’t have such money to buy the property. They asked the 

government to give them one-year  time to find the money. And they should 
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provide 20,000 euro as the cash advance or down payment. If they could not 

manage to find the rest of the money in one year, the down payment will go. 

In the end, they got the credit from the GLS Bank and other bank through the 

SelbstBau e.G. cooperative.  

The group collected some money as the share in the cooperative, if they give 

more money, they have lower rent price. 

People can also work during the construction time, and the working time could 

deduct in the money, for example, Silvio's father is an electrician, and he 

worked the electricity and he downsizes his construction cost. 

 

 

 

 Networking 

After the first concept, they went to some housing events, which were in Munich 

and in Experimentcity-Berlin. They presented their ideas and also get more 

ideas. They also found a lot of help and networks, and they could learn from 

other projects. They also met Anita Engelman the architect who has already 

experienced in such a housing project. From the architect they knew about the 

SelbstBau e.G. and then they were part of the SelbstBau E.G. 

They met Rolf Novy – Huy from The Stiftung trias in housing exhibition in 

Munich. Then they started to know about The Stiftung trias and they like the 

concept of Trias Foundation.  

 

 Legal form and Ownership 

The group thought several options for organizing the project such as GmbH, 

Baugruppe or cooperative. They went to some lawyers to get advice and 

consultation. In the end, they chose cooperative because that was the best for 

them. 

In the beginning, they wanted to make their own cooperative, but the architect 

suggested that they could look at other cooperatives, which already established 

because that cooperative already has knowledge and has experience to 

managed cohousing project. 
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5.3 Case Study C : The Lebenstraum Johannistal Project 

 

Project information : 

Name of the project  : The Lebenstraum Johannisthal 

Project Completed : August 2005 

Location  : Am Rundling 1-20, 12487 Berlin 

Residents : Multigeneration, 70 people 

Ownership : Private property 

Rental price : 4.5 to 6.5 EUR cold 

Legal Status : WEG 

Community living : mutual aid 

Community Facilities : garden, workshop, common house 

Commercial unit : - 

Ground area : 7,397 sqm 

Building area : 2,390 sqm 

Construction type : New building 

Building type : town house of various sizes (40 – 121 sqm) 

Number of units : 22 

Total project costs : € 4,66 million Euro 

Ecological building : Eco-friendly timber structure, pellet heating, grey water 

treatment, solar energy systems 

 

 

 The vision  

The vision of the project is to live with old and young people together with the 

ecological concept. The cars are outside from the housing settlement. The 

name The Lebenstraum Johannisthal means Leben = life and traum = dream, to 

dream to live together in a small community in Johannisthal, with the future 

vision “live long with the neighbours until old, help each other, in the ageing time 

they won’t go to nursing home for old people."  

The idea of cohousing reminded the experience of Zenke when he was a 

student. He and his friends from university lived in eight flats with one kitchen 

and one bathroom in the basement. “It was like each student has their own flats, 

but the kitchen and bathroom are the common space. So it’s like in here 
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(Johannisthal), we have own house, but we have a place for meeting, party, it’s 

like the students” said Zenke. He took the idea of his student life experience 

and mix with the concept of cohousing. 

Interview with: Harald Zenke (20/11/2012) 

 

 Project Stakeholders 

The project stakeholders in the Lebenstraum Johannisthal is presented in the 

table below:  

Table 10: Project Stakeholders in The Lebenstraum Johannisthal Project 

NO STAKEHOLDERS ROLES 

1 Residents Participatory planning 

2 Architect  Idea - concept 

3 PlanBar3 Architect Office Participatory design 

4 Winfried Härtel Office Project Management 

5 Private Bank Loans 

7 Construction company Buildings and energy  

8 Government Cohousing information, Land provider 

 

 The development process & the management 

In January 2003, Harald Zenke an architect with his family was looking for a 

new housing project outside from the city of Berlin. He was looking for about six 

months. He realized that if he lives in the outskirt, it would be too far from him, 

and he would need a lot of time because his office was in the city. Then, he 

found a plot of land in Johannisthal, Treptow which the Berlin government had a 

housing development plan. The government planned to build 400 housing 

settlement and one plot of land for ecological and Baugemeinschaften or 

cohousing project.  The government organized various meetings with the 

people who interested in the cohousing project, and they invited some 

cohousing actors such as Trias Foundation, some architects and also some 

people from existing cohousing project, for example, Bandenberg a very old 

ecological housing project. 

Zenke was never heard before about cohousing project, and then he started to 

look for much information from books, the Internet and some meetings. He 

thought that cohousing was a good way for his family. Then his office (PlanBar3 
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Architect) started to make the first plan and design for the cohousing project in 

that plot of land. The first design was to build 28 houses. They also started to 

look for friends and other people who interested and who would like to join the 

project. In December 2003, there were four families interested in the project in 

terms of ecologically and living in the community. 

Every two weeks the future residents held a meeting to discuss the project, the 

topic of discussion is various such as the design, the financial and the technical 

building.  

 

 Community Organizing 

PlanBar3 made cooperation with Winfried Härtel office to support the cohousing 

project management, because that was the first cohousing project for PlanBar3. 

PlanBar3 was taking care of the design and looked for other people to join the 

group whereas Winfried’s roles were organizing the community and set up the 

project management.  

 

 Land 

The architect and the residents bought the land gradually in three parts of the 

cost €106 per square metres. The first part, they bought 3,000 square meters 

for 10 houses. The government supported by provided infrastructure such as 

road, electricity, water and street light. 

 

 Finance: 

Every person financed their housing project by them selves through loans from 

the private bank 

 

 Design 

The housing is only some part of the land, and the rest is for communal area 

such as communal garden, barbeque place, playground, and common house. 

Each house is two storeys for two households, and every household has a 

small garden. The houses use solar panel for hot water and heating with wood 

pallet. The water from tab and shower are recycling for toilet flushing. The 
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residents use the common house for party, meeting, watching football and other 

community activities. 

 

 Residential management 

The Lebenstraum Johannisthal residents have regular meeting once a month. 

There is one person who writes down everything, which discussed in the 

meeting. This person is voluntary and every month someone will replace his or 

her task. If the resident has tasks to do, for example, change the plants in the 

garden or make a parking area for bicycle, some of them will take initiative 

voluntary to work on it. So there will be like a working group of tasks, one group 

will take care of the garden, and other groups will make the parking plot for 

bicycle. 

Zenke said that to live in the community is the best things; however, the most 

challenging was the decision making. The resident needed a lot of time to 

discuss everything to come to an answer or decision. It was a hard way to do 

that every time since the project started in 2003. It is a part of democracy but 

sometimes the democracy is so hard and people are tired. In another way the 

23 house is, a good number to live in a community with harmony. 

 

 Future plan 

Zenke explained the future plan of the Johannisthal residents are that they want 

to live long with the neighbor until old, and they will help each other; they don’t 

want to go to nursing home when they are old but spend their ole time with the 

different generation of the community in the Lebenstraum Johannisthal. 

(Source: Interview with Harald Zenke, date 20/11/2012) 
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5.4 Case Study D : The Hausprojekt M29 

Project information : 

Name of the project  : The Hausprojekt M29 

Project Completed : August 2005 

Location  : Malmoer Str 29, Prenzlauer Berg Berlin 

Residents : families & singles 

Ownership : Rental 

Rental price : 300 EUR monthly 

Legal Status : GmbH 

Community living : mutual aid 

Community Facilities : Kitchen, garden, large terasse 

Commercial unit : 1 project room 

Ground area : 7,397 sqm 

Building area : 2,390 sqm 

Construction type : flats 

Building type : flats, sizes 16 sqm per room 

Number of units : 20 

Total project costs : € 1 million Euro (building) 

Ecological building : Good insulation, wind gas, sharing washing 

 

 The vision and concept 

The visions of the Hausprojekt M29 residents are to have a place with sufficient 

opportunity to decide on their own without any outsider or people who making a 

profit of the project. It is also open to neighbours; they offer them a project room 

for free that can be used for meeting, workshop, or other activities as long as 

fits to general political background. The residential areas do not have small 

flats, because they want to live as a big community, in a small family, not so 

isolated, and they can share everything and can decide together. 

“We didn’t like pay so much money for the rent, and we wanted to make 

something that we can own, and we can manage and we can decide and we 

don’t need to pay so  much rent for the profit of someone else." 

(Scheller,02.12.2012) 

Interview with David Scheller and Judith Vey (02.12.2012) 
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 Actors 

At the beginning, four people started the idea about self managed house 

project. The ideas spread in a circle of friends and about 30, people were 

interested to join the project. They tried to buy a house, but it was very difficult 

because the price was so expensive for them. Then, they got an offer to build a 

house for 20 people with the very narrow frame of finance from the Mietshäuser 

Syndikat a cooperative-non-profit organization which supports self-organized  

housing project.  

The Mietshäuser Syndikat has a nationwide network of nearly 60 housing 

projects in Germany. The goal is self administrated and to create housing that is 

not for real estate speculation. In this framework, the group determined 

autonomously over their house, for example, how they live together or their 

architectural design. All decisions concerning the self -managed. 

 

Table 11: Project Stakeholders The Hausproject M29 

NO STAKEHOLDERS ROLES 

1 Residents Participatory planning 

2 Architect  Idea - concept 

3 PlanBar3 Architect Office Participatory design 

4 Winfried Härtel Office Project Management 

5 Private Bank Loans 

7 Construction company Buildings and energy  

8 Government Cohousing information, Land provider 

 

 Group Formation 

Some of the group members have know  each other from the University. Some 

of them come from the different political background or movement, for example, 

anti rasist, and then continue in the housing project of M29. The other people 

came and were mixed up. In the planning process, they got to know each other. 

It was a long process, about three years, and they got to know really well during 

the process. However, to live together on the Hausprojekt M29 was a new thing 

because it was just only three months since they moved in. During the project, 

the residents have a group meeting every two weeks internally and once a 

week meeting with the architect. 
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 Process 

When the group was formed, they tried to contact different organizations to get 

information about how the organization provides support for them. They had 

different options; However, they liked the model of the Mietshäuser syndikat 

which is the collective housing that is impossible  to sell or to be sold, or to buy 

a house and get it out of the market.  

 

 Ownership 

The residents establish a Verein or the association as the legal form of the 

group. Everyone who lives in the M29 is the member of the association. For the 

residential legal form, they organized the GmbH together with the Mietshäuser 

Syndikat. The residents at M29 are the member of the association and also the 

Mietshäuser Syndikat. The GmbH is the owner of the land and the house. The 

residents have the autonomy managing the house and everything on it whereas 

the Mietshäuser Syndikat has a veto to say no if the residents want to sell the 

house.  

 

 Finance 

Together between the Mietshäuser Syndikat and the resident bought the land, 

and they paid for the building costs. The total costs for land and building is 

1,000,000 euro. The group has credit from the GLS bank (740,000 Euro), and 

the rest (260,000 Euro) came from direkt kredit. The GLS bank provided loans 

for the groups, but the groups should provide 1/3 of the cost. 

The finance structure which came from the Mietshäuser Syndikat called direkt 

kredit which means people who have money don’t give it to the bank but give 

loan to the house project. 

The group collected 300,000 Euro from individual, other initiative, other projects. 

They function like a little bank; the people lend the money to the group, and the 

group gave a small interest (2%).  
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 Room of socialism 

Each resident has the same size of room (16 sq m) which called “room 

socialism." They have shared bathroom and also living room. 

 Common space and sharing resources 

The Hausprojekt M29 has three kitchens, one main kitchen or central kitchen, 

which is vegetarian kitchen, and another two small kitchen for smokers and non 

vegetarian. The main kitchen is the central of community space because most 

the residents have dinner together. Everyday, there always someone to cook 

and someone will help, but it is voluntary and not organized. Vey said that may 

be in the future they will be organized because they just moved in for only three 

months. Another common space is the large roof terrace which can use for 

community gathering and other activities.  The Hausprojekt M29 also has one 

room, which is called “project room” which people or neighbor who are 

interested can use the room for free but for non-profit  purposes. 

The residents pay 100 Euros per month to buy food, cleaning stuff, toilet 

papers, tooth brushes and so on. Scheller said that it was a complex task to 

share economy it was working and easy going. There is a working group to 

make a research on what the residents need. Some of the residents have time 

to go shopping; they bought a lot of food in the anti racial shop and paid 

monthly. They also will order ecological food to support the farmers. They might 

pay 1000 euros per year to the farmers, and they will get a part of the food. If 

the weather is bad and destroyed the plantation, they will get nothing. This is 

just the way how the residents want to support the local farmers to get out from 

the global market competition. 

 

 Decision making 

The decision making is very democratic and no hierarchy; the residents in the 

Hausprojekt M29 have the same power in the decision making. Every decision 

making should be accepted to everybody; they will discuss if someone 

disagreed with the decision and tried to find solution. The residents organized 

working groups to discuss certain topic and to handle works, which are needed 

to be done. Sometime the discussion in the working group has to be brought 
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back to the pleno if it's very important decision. Sometimes the decision is quite 

long to decide, depend on the issue but the residents avoid to use voting or the 

majority.  

 Political 

Scheller and Vey stated that one characteristic of the Hausprojekt M29 is 

political. They considered living in their everyday life is political like how they 

live, how they consume, how they live together and how they do in a free time. 

Political also refers how they bought and built the house and took it from the 

market. Moreover, the Hausprojekt M29 offers a political open space which 

people from outside can use for free. 

 Ecological building 

The building has a good insulation, and the energy is a new technology of 

Greenpeace's wind gas energy.  

6. ANALYSIS AND DISSCUSION 

 

6.1. Cohousing Characteristics and Definitions Analysis 

 

6.1.1 Cohousing Characteristics 

The project development of the selected four projects: the Leuchtturm e.G., the 

Werkpalast Lichtenberg, the Lebenstraum Johannisthal and the Hausprojekt 

M29 indicating 15 characteristics of the cohousing project. Those characteristics 

are: 

1. Vision   9. Common spaces  

2. Inclusive community 10. Collaborative 

3. Self organized  11. Non speculative 

4. Democratic   12. Ecological building 

5. Participation  13. Political 

6. Human capital  14. Resident management 

7. Shared infrastructure 15. Dynamic 

8. Intentional design 
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The 15 characteristics are the manifestation of the values of the cohousing 

project. Ache and Fedrowitz stated that cohousing project was a direct 

expression of the inhabitants’ desire to create and improve their immediate 

living (Ache and Fedrowitz 2012,p.409). 

 

 

Figure 11: Berlin’s cohousing characteristics 

 

 

The explanation of the 15 cohousing characteristics is presented below:  

 

1. Vision:   

The entire projects view their project vision as community living, neighborhood 

and sustainable living. The residents of the Leuchtturm e.G.  wanted  to live 

together in the nice house within the community and to have an impact on the 

surrounding neighborhood. They shared facilities, and have smaller individual 

space for a bigger community space with energy-efficiency  building as the 
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sustainable living. The Werkpalast Licthenberg community wanted to live with a 

lot of people, friends, neighborhood in the community in the centre of Berlin. To 

live with people who help each other, share things in the social environment, 

sharing the ownership in the cooperative model and to live in affordable place 

with ecological building is their vision of sustainable living. The Lebenstraum 

Johannisthal residents have their vision to live with old and young people 

together with the ecological concept. Finally, the resident of the Hausprojekt 

M29’s vision is to live in big community within small family which open to 

neighbor and not isolated,  in the non profitable house project. 

 

2. Inclusive community: 

Inclusive community refers to the projects which the residents consist of  multi 

generations, singles, families, disables, or cultural background. The four 

projects show various residents living in the project.  

 

3. Self organized 

Self organized to refer to the residents organizing the development process of 

the cohousing project as well as managing the residential after the project 

completed. Some example of self organized are:  finding information, forms a 

group and working group, organize collaborating partners, managing activities, 

managing the residents after the project completed as well as administration. 

 

4. Democratic 

The democratic characteristics refer to how the decisions are made within the 

group. The residents will discuss the issues and they will decide  together. They 

did not expected to vote system, they will discuss to solve the problem if 

somebody did not agree with one decision. 

 In each project are equal and have the same right for the project.  

 

5. Participation 

The residents form the four project are the decision maker in the project and the 

controller of the project, although the three projects (the Werkpalast 
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Lichtenberg, The Lebenstraum Johannistal and the Hausprojekt M29) was 

organized by the actors (cooperative, architects and non-profit organization but 

their role is facilitator, and the decision making is in the residents. 

 

6. Human Capital 

The residents in the four projects brought a big contribution in the projects. The 

residents in the four projects were involved in some of the building works (non 

construction). The resident in the Leuchtturm e.G. project was managing the 

project by their own by using various skills form the residents such as project 

management, finance, etc. They made a working group to work in certain issues 

and tasks. The Hausprojekt M29 residents painted and set up the wooden floor 

by them selves, while the resident in the Lebenstarum Johannisthal was 

working on the landscape of the community garden. 

 

7. Sharing infrastructure or resources 

The residents in the cohousing projects were intended to sharing infrastructure 

in order to make efficiency and also save the energy.  

o The Leuchtturm e.G. : washing machine 

o The Werkpalast Lichtenberg : garden equipment 

o The Lebenstraum Johannisthal : sport facilities (table tennis) 

o The Hausprojekt M29 : Washing machine, food coop 

 

8. Intentional design 

The designs of the houses or flats were intentionally design for social contact in 

the community living. 

 

9. Common space 

Each of the cohousing projects has common spaces for community activities. 

This common spaces are encouraging social interaction between the residents. 

o The Leuchtturm e.G. : Garden, community room 

o The Werkpalast Lichtenberg : community garden 
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o The Lebenstraum Johannisthal : community garden, community 

room, parking 

o The Hausprojekt M29 : Common kitchen, Terrace garden 

 

10. Collaborative 

The cohousing projects were realised from the collaboration between residents 

and stakeholders.  

Between residents:  working together to release the project 

Between stakeholders:  residents – banks – foundations – non-profit 

organizations – promoter – moderator – architect  - information agency – 

networking agency 

 

11. Non speculative 

Non speculative refers to the projects that are not for profitable purposes. The 

houses belong to the residents who want to live in the house, not for 

speculation. 

 

12. Ecological design 

The cohousing buildings are using ecological design in order to save the energy 

and living in the sustainable way. 

o The Leuchtturm e.G. : Solar energy, good insulation, geothermal 

o The Werkpalast Lichtenberg : good insulation, solar energy, 

geothermal 

o The Lebenstraum Johannisthal : water recycling, wood pellet 

energy 

o The Hausprojekt M29 : good insulation, Greenpeace winds gas 

energy. 

 

13. Political 

The political refers to the consideration how the residents live, what they 

consume, and how the way of living. The Hausprojekt M29 has this 

characteristic, for example, they wanted to live in the housing community which 
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not supported the capitalist market or speculative housing company; they also 

support the local farmers from the threat of global market. 

 

14. Residental Management 

The residents organizing their community living after the project completed, and 

they are moved in. The residental management consists of organizing regular 

meetings, forming a group work, organizing social activities, conducting 

administrative, accounting, utilities, cleaning as well as maintenance. 

 

15. Dynamic 

The dynamic in the cohousing project refers to the changes, or variations or 

transformation because of the situations and conditions. The characteristics 

could change dynamically based on the situation.  

 

6.1.2 Cohousing Definitions 

As mentioned in the chapter 4.2 that cohousing definitions are various both from 

international perspective and also from the perspective of actors in Germany as 

well as in Berlin. Cohousing has divers’ images in people’s mind such as 

society based, ideological or political, religious or spiritual, environmental, aged 

group, cooperative, commune, and so on. It is also diverse in the terminology 

such as collaborative, collective, cooperative, and communal. Moreover,  

cohousing also interpreted as the self-organized  housing event though some of 

them were managed by the architects or developers. Cohousing also refers to 

sustainable housing because some of the houses use energy efficiency, in 

another hand not all cohousing has that technology because it is more 

expensive, some residents view sustainability from the way of life.  

This study view that the definition of the cohousing is necessary to be defined. 

The definition help people to understand the context rather than people miss 

understood with the worldwide name “cohousing” which has various perceptions 

and terminologies.  
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Based on the characteristics of the cohousing projects and how the cohousing 

projects are developed and managed, the proposed definition of cohousing for 

Berlin is:   

 

“Cohousing is a type of housing within sustainable community living, which is 

developed and managed in collaborative ways and the residents are the 

decision maker” 

 

However, Cohousing in Berlin needs short terms, which should be easy to 

understand and contains the representative of the cohousing characteristics. 

The terms also have function as a branding. In the theory of management, the 

brand image is very important. People will understand the product or the quality 

just from the brand. Branding is the process of creating character and strong 

perceptions in the people minds. Brand is a unique identity with associations of 

character or personality and quality, which is useful for recognition, image of 

quality, memorability, and familiarity. (http://www.brandxpress.net/2005/10/5-

benefits-of-branding). 

LaFond coined terms to indicate the cohousing definition with:  “self-organized, 

community-oriented and sustainable housing." These terms strategically explain 

the definition of cohousing in the certain context with only three words. This 

phrase is suitable for defining the cohousing definitions in this context of this 

study because it can explain the entire characteristics case study project. The 

self organized refers to democratic and participation, Community oriented refers 

to intentional design, vision, inclusive community, and sustainability refers to 

non speculative, ecological design, the way of living:  sharing spaces, 

infrastructure and resources. Siedow stated that the definitions of the cohousing 

should not come from outside but from within (Interview with Siedow, 

31.08.2012). The phrase:  self organized, community oriented and sustainable 

housing is the representative of the “inside” of the cohousing project in Berlin. 

  

 

http://www.brandxpress.net/2005/10/5-benefits-of-branding
http://www.brandxpress.net/2005/10/5-benefits-of-branding
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6.2 Cohousing Development and Management Analysis and Discussion 

The development and management from the four selected cohousing projects 

are analysed in three areas:   

1. The development process analysis and discussion 

2. The stakeholder analysis and discussion 

3. The SWOT analysis and discussion 

6.2.1 Cohousing development and management analysis 

The cohousing development and management will describe by how the four 

projects are development and managed. Each project has project processes 

which are the series of activities from beginning until the project completed and 

post project or residential management. These series of project processes will 

be analysed in order to design the typical model of cohousing project 

management, which presented in the chapter discussion. 

 

 The Leuchtturm e.G. Project Development Processes 

The Leuchtturm e.G. project was begun by the vision from Gabriele Schambach 

and her friend Markus Peter Ibrom to living in the community within the city of 

Berlin. A small number of people which were interested in the project started 

collecting a lot of information about how to set up the project. They organized a 

group from friends and from other people who interested in the project and also 

searched a plot of land. The land was acquired in the Papelallee Street in 

Prenzlauer Berg which they wanted to live in. The group collaborated with the 

Architect Irene Mohr and Karin Winterer which have experienced in developing 

cohousing project.  This collaboration was resulted from the good relationship 

with the Stiftung trias which followed with the GLS Bank. The residents chose 

cooperative as the legal form which is also referred to the cooperative 

ownership. The Stiftung trias supported the project by bought the land and 

providing land lease while the GLS bank provided financial assistance and 

credit. After the finance was secured, the construction project started. The 

residents organized a group work to manage the construction project. The 

construction of the house was completed in 2009, and the residents started to 
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live in. The residents organize working groups and monthly meeting to manage 

the housing and community living. The project process of the Leuchtturm e.G. 

project is illustrated in the diagram below: 

Figure 12: The development process of the Leuchtturm e.G. project 

 

 

 The Werkpalast Lichtenberg Project Development Processes 

The Werkpalast Lichtenberg project was begun by the vision from Silvio Divani 

and Stefanie Eckhart to live in the community in the city of Berlin with friends or 

neighbor. Then they started to search for an object for their cohousing project. 

They got an ex- kindergarten which did not use for eight years in Lichtenberg. 

They started to find a way how to acquire the object and gathering information 

about how to organize the cohousing project. They tried to secure the building 

by pay the down payment to the building’s authority so the building would not be 

sold to others. They organized a group from friends and from other people who 

interested to join the project. Through some cohousing exhibition events in 

Munich and Berlin, they got to know the housing cooperative The 

Mietergenossenschaft SelbstBau e.G. and become the member of the 

cooperative. As the result, the type of project legal form is cooperative and the 
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type of ownership is a cooperative rental. The SelbstBau e.G. contributed to 

project collaboration with the Stiftung trias and the GLS Bank. The Stiftung trias 

bought the land and leased to the group for 99 years whereas the GLS bank 

provided a financial support or loan. The project management was organized by 

the SelbstBau e.G. by collaborated with the Architect Anita Engelman for the 

participatory design and the construction company to construct the building. In 

2010, the project completed and the residents moved in. The residents 

organized meeting every two months to discuss their residential management. 

The project process of the Werkpalast Lichtenberg project is illustrated in the 

diagram below: 

 

Figure 13: The development process of the Werkpalast Lichtenberg project 
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 The Lebenstraum Johannisthal Project Development Processes 

The Lebenstraum Johannisthal project was begun by the vision of living in the 

community with old and young people in ecological living concept by the 

Architect Harald Zenke. Zenke started to find a plot of land for the cohousing 

project.  He got a plot of land in Johannisthal and he tried to gather information 

about cohousing through books and the Internet. Zenke with his Architecture 

office (PlanBar3) developed a concept and the design of the project and started 

to look for a group member. The project was organized as a private ownership 

under the WEG as the legal form of the project. Each resident is the owner of 

their flat. They were also responsible financing the project through loans from 

private banks. The PlanBar3 made collaboration with Winfried Härtel Office for 

Development Project to support the project management. In 2007, the project 

was completed and the residents were moved in. The resident’s management is 

conducted by monthly meeting, social gathering and sometimes working group 

if it is necessary. The project process of the Lebenstraum Johannisthal project 

is illustrated in the diagram below: 

 

Figure 14: The development process of the Lebenstarum Johannisthal 
project 
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 The Hausprojekt M29 Development Processes 

The Hausprojekt M29 was begun by four people who have idea of self managed 

house with the vision to live together in a community where they can share  and 

living in a place which no one makes a profit of it. They spread those ideas to 

their circle friends and other people who interested to join the project and to 

from a group. Then the group organized regular meeting to discuss about the 

project, searched for the land plot and searched for the information regarding 

the housing project. They got to know The Mietsuhäuser Syndikat (a non-profit 

organization housing network) and made collaboration for the project. The 

residents establish a Verein or the association as the legal form of the group 

and GmbH as the legal form of the housing project together with Mietsuhäuser 

Syndikat. The GmbH is the owner of the land and the house. The residents got 

a plot of the land in the Prenzlauer Berg from the Architect who designed the 

housing project and had a network to the Mietsuhäuser Syndikat. They got 

credit from GLS Bank and from direkt credit to finance the project. The project 

completed on August 2012. The residents arrange a weekly meeting to 

organize the residential management.  

Figure 15: The development process of the Hausprojekt M29 
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6.2.2 Cohousing development and management's discussion 

The study of the development and management from four selected projects 

found that there is a certain pattern of the development process, although the 

key actors who developed and managed the cohousing projects are different. 

Each project started with the vision of living in the community, followed by 

initiation to find information about cohousing project, then organizing the project, 

managing the project and managing the residential after the project completed. 

It can be said that the pattern of the cohousing development process from 

selected projects is: vision – initiation – organizing and managing – construction 

development - managing the residential 

 

 Vision: 

All of the four cohousing projects started with the vision, especially vision of 

community living and then complement with another vision such as 

sustainability living. The comparative vision from four selected cohousing 

projects is presented on the table below;  

Table 12: The visions of four selected cohousing projects 

PROJECTS VISIONS 

The Leuchtturm e.G. To live together in the nice house within the community 

 

To have impact on the surrounding neighbourhood 

The Werkpalast 

Lichtenberg 

To live with a lot of people, friends, neighbourhood in the 

community in the centre of Berlin 

 

To live with people who help each other, share things in the social 

environment 

 

To live in a place which is affordable with nice surrounding and 

with social aspect 

 

The Lebenstraum 

Johannisthal 

To live with old and young people together with ecological 

concept. 

  

The cars are outside from the housing settlement.  

 

To dream to live together in a small community in Johannisthal, 
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with the future vision “live long with the neighbours until old, help 

each other, in the ageing time they won’t go to nursing home for 

old people” 

 

To live with a lot of people, friends, neighbourhood in the 

community in the centre of Berlin 

 

The Hausprojekt 

M29 

to have a place with sufficient opportunity to decide on their own 

without any outsider or people who making a profit of the project  

  

It is also open to neighbours,  

   

to live as a big community, in a small family, not so isolated and 

they can share everything and can decide together  

 

 

 Initiation 

Initiation is the activities to start up the project. This activity consists of gathering 

information which necessary for the project, searching for an object such as 

land or building and find people joining  the group. For example, the Leuchtturm 

e.G. project was collected information from friends, colleagues and also in the 

cohousing event; Experimentdays, while the Werkpalast Lichtenberg collected 

information from cohousing event in Munich and Experimentdays in Berlin. 

Furthermore, The Lebenstraum Johannisthal found information from the 

government, the Internet and books whereas the Hausprojekt M29 benefits a lot 

of information from the Mietshäuser Syndikat. The Leuchtturm e.G., the 

Lebenstraum Johannisthal and the Hausprojekt M29 were searching a new plot 

of land for their projects, while the Werkpalast Lichtenberg found un-used 

kindergarten. In the group formation, all of the projects were looking for group 

members from their circle friends at the beginning and then if they need more 

persons, they will search others through advertisement, newspaper, the 

Internet, and brochure.  
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The comparative initiation activities from four selected cohousing projects are 

presented on the table below;  

Table 13: Initiation activities of four selected cohousing projects 

Initiation 

activities 

The 

Leuchtturm 

e.G. 

The Werkpalast 

Lichtenberg 

The 

Lebenstraum 

Johannisthal 

The 

Hausprojekt 

M29 

Information Experimentdays, 

friends, 

colleagues 

Cohousing event 

in Munich 

Experimentdays, 

friends, 

colleagues 

Government, 

Experimentdays, 

book, internet, 

colleagues 

Mietshäuser 

Syndikat, 

friends, 

colleagues 

Objects Land Building (ex 

kindergarten) 

Land Land 

Group 

Formation 

Friends, others Friends, 

relatives, others 

Friends, others Friends, 

others 

 

 Organizing and managing 

Organizing and managing is the action to formulate, contract and implement the 

project. The four projects organizing and managing the cohousing project 

through some activities such as project planning, conducting legal form, 

collaboration with stakeholders and financing. The comparative organizing and 

managing activities from four selected cohousing projects is presented on the 

table 15;  
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Table 14: The organizing and managing activities of four selected projects 

Organizing 

and managing 

The 

Leuchtturm 

e.G. 

The 

Werkpalast 

Lichtenberg 

The 

Lebenstraum 

Johannisthal 

The 

Hausprojekt 

M29 

Planning Participatory 

planning 

Participatory 

planning 

Participatory 

planning 

Participatory 

planning 

Legal form New 

Cooperative 

Cooperative WEG GmbH 

Type of 

ownership 

Cooperative 

rent 

Cooperative 

rent 

Private 

ownership 

rent 

Stakeholders 

collaboration 

The Stiftung 

trias 

The GLS Bank 

Mohr 

(Architect) 

The SelbstBau 

e.G. 

The Stiftung 

trias 

The GLS Bank 

Anita 

Engelman 

(Architect) 

The PlanBar3 

(Architect) 

The Winfried 

Härtel (Project 

Management) 

The 

Mietshäuser 

Syndikat 

The GLS Bank 

financing Residents & 

The GLS Bank 

Residents, 

cooperative, 

the GLS Bank 

Residents, 

private banks 

Residents, 

The 

Mietshäuser 

Syndikat, 

The GLS Bank 
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 Construction Development 

Construction development consists of several activities on construction 

management such as house design, energy efficiency. The comparative 

construction development activities from four selected cohousing projects are 

presented on the table 10. 

Table 15: The Construction development activities of four selected projects 

Construction 
Development 

The Leuchtturm 
e.G. 

The 
Werkpalast 
Lichtenberg 

The 
Lebenstraum 
Johannisthal 

The 
Hausprojekt 

M29 

Construction 
management 
organized by  

residents The 
SelbstBau 
e.G. 
(cooperative) 

The PlanBar3 
(Architecture 
Office) 

Residents 

Human 
capital 

yes yes yes yes 

Design Participatory 
planning 

Participatory 
planning 

Participatory 
planning 

Participatory 
planning 

House  New building Renovation 
ex 
kindergarten  

New building New building 

House Type Apartments 
house 

Apartments 
house 

Townhouse Flats 

Energy  Solar power 
Geothermal  

Solar power 
Geothermal  

Solar power 
Renewable 
wood pellet  

Wind gas 

Construction 
expert 

Architect, 
construction 
company energy 
planner 

Architect, 
construction 
company 
energy 
planner 

Architect, 
construction 
company 
energy planner 

Architect, 
construction 
company 
energy planner 

Insulation High thermal 
insulation 

High thermal 
insulation 

High thermal 
insulation 

High thermal 
insulation 
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 Residential management 

The residential management refers to the activities since the residents move in 

the flats and how they organize their daily living as a community. The 

comparative residential management activities from four selected cohousing 

projects are presented on the table below:  

Table 16: The Residential management activities of four selected projects 

Residential 
activities 

The 
Leuchtturm 

e.G. 

The 
Werkpalast 
Lichtenberg 

The 
Lebenstraum 
Johannisthal 

The 
Hausprojekt 

M29 

Regular 
Meeting 

Once a month Every two 
month 

Every two 
month 

Once a week 

Group work yes If necessary If necessary yes 

Social 
activities 

Activity in the 
garden, party, 
birthdays, 
barbeque 

Activity in the 
garden, party, 
birthdays, 
barbeque 

Gardening, 
party, watching 
football, sport 
(ping pong), 
barbeque 

Dinner, project 
events, 
cooking, 
shopping 

Sustainable 
living 

Resource 
sharing : 
communal 
washing 
machine 

Resource 
sharing 

Carpool outside 
the resident 
area 
Car sharing 
Food coop 
Waste water 
recycling 

Food coop 
Communal 
kitchen 

 

In summary, the four projects have the similar pattern of the development 

process in different types of activities no matter the actors who developed and 

managed the projects are different. This development pattern is necessary to 

consider designing the typical model of cohousing project management, which 

is presented in the discussion chapter below. 

 
 

6.2.3 Proposed model of cohousing development and management 
project for Berlin 

 

Project management understood as the application of knowledge, skills, tools, 

and techniques to project activities to meet project objectives. According to the 

Project Management Institute, Project management is achieved through series 

of processes:  
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1. Initiating processes : authorizing the project or phase 

2. Planning processes : defining and refining objectives and selecting a 

plan of actions to attain the objectives 

3. Executing  processes : coordinating people and other resources to carry 

out the plan 

4. Controlling processes : ensuring that project objective are met by 

monitoring and measuring progress. 

5. Closing processes :  formalizing acceptance of the project 

Source: (PMI 2001, p.30) 

 

The classical project management approaches consist of five developmental 

components, which are also applied in the typical development on the 

engineering project. Those five components are: 

1. Initiating : determine the nature and scope of the project or feasibility 

study, start up the project by collecting information, orientation, and 

identification 

2. Planning and design : to plan time, cost and resources 

3. Executing and construction : It involves the execution at activities or 

tasks listed in the project plan. 

4. Monitoring and controlling system : observing and measuring the on 

going project activities 

5. Completion : the formal acceptance of the project and the ending, 

handing over the project documentation 

Source: Method123 Ltd, 2003, p.5 & Project management_wiki, 2013 

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_management 

 
 

Typical model of cohousing development and management defined from the 

analysis of selected cohousing projects and combining with some theories or 

concept of project management. The model of cohousing development and 

management for Berlin consist of two components: 1. The project development 

processes and 2. The project management activities. 
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1. Project Development Processes: 

The project development process is the series of action or processes to develop 

the cohousing project. It comprises of: Visioning – initiation – planning & 

organizing – construction management – residential management. These 

development processes are useful for the people or actors to understand how to 

develop the cohousing project 

 

1. Visioning / envision : built a vision of community living or make a picture 

of in mind about community living. 

2. Initiation : feasibility study 

3. Planning : defining the scope of the project : concept, objectives, time, 

costs, people & resources 

4. Organizing : The act of planning, coordinating people and resources to 

carry out the plan 

5. Construction Development : Execution of the activities listed in the 

project plan. 

6. Residential Management : ensuring that project objective are met by 

monitoring and measuring progress. 

 

The link between cohousing development and management project model for 

Berlin and the project management theory presented in the table below ; 

. 

Table 17: Cohousing Development and Management (CDMP) Model and the 
project management theory 

CDMP Model Project Management Theory 

Visioning Initiation 

Initiation 

Planning & Organizing Planning 

Construction Development Executing, Controlling, Closing 

Residential Management Staffing /organizing 
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The Model of cohousing project development processes is presented in the 

figure below : 

Figure 16: The model of the cohousing development processes 

 
 
 

 

2.Project Management Activities : 

The project management activities are the series of activities to operate the 

development process. Each development process has series of management 

activities. These management activities presented in the figure below:  

 

Figure 17: The list of cohousing management activities based on the each 
development processes 
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The typical model of cohousing project development and management in Berlin 
is presented in the figure below: 
 

 
Figure 18: The typical model of cohousing project development and 

management in Berlin 

 
 
 

 VISIONING 

Visioning refers to mental process in which images of the desired future goals, 

and compelling to act as motivators for the present actions. This vision is very 

crucial for the development of the cohousing project and more importantly the 

member of the community should have the same vision. They also should 

persistence towards the vision because the project takes times. The vision is 

the soul of the cohousing project; it creates a strong motivation and endurance, 

without the strong vision the project will not be realized because the cohousing 

development process needs a lot of effort, energy, and time consumed. Michael 

Müller, the Senator for Urban Development and Environment – Berlin, stated 
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that residents need not only stamina, but also ability to solve problems; 

moreover, it may take a while to suit everybody (STATTBAU 2012, 7) 

In the example of four selected projects demonstrate a way of living. Their 

vision is a mixture between the way of life, expression, personality, passion, 

ideology or lifestyle and paradigm, and it’s manifested in the cohousing project.  

Ache and Fedrowitz stated that a cohousing project is a direct expression of the 

residents’ desire to create and improve their lebenswelt or life world (Ache and 

Fedrowitz 2012, p 406)  

 
 

 INITIATION 

Initiation processes refer to initial preparation  to start up the cohousing project. 

The initiation processes consist of three management activities:  1. Gathering 

information, 2. Object secured, and 3. Group formation 

1. Gathering information 

The information that gathered for  basis knowledge of the cohousing. 

Some crucial information for the initial knowledge is: 

o Cohousing concept:  the Stiftung trias, the id22,  

the Baugemeinschaten portal, the Netzwerkagentur 

GenerationenWohnen 

o Project presentation and exhibition : the Experimentdays.de 

o Project examples : wohnportal.de 

o Financing : the GLS bank 

o Organizing project : the Netzwerkagentur 

GenerationenWohnen 

2. Object secured 

Object secured refers to find the available plot of land or building for 

the project. Without the object, cohousing can’t be realised. Securing 

the object does not mean purchasing it. It could make  the agreement 

with the owner of the land or the building in order to keep the object 

and not to be sold to anybody, because to form a group need 

sometimes.  The Werkpalast Lichtenberg project bound the 
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prospective building with a down payment to keep the object for one 

year.  

3. Group formation 

Group formation refers to find a member of the group, binding the 

group, and organizing the group for working group to be responsible 

for certain tasks.  

 

These three management activities are not always in chronological order; 

sometimes it is over lapping each other. Each project has different 

consideration and priority in the initiation process. 

 
 PLANNING AND ORGANIZING 

The Planning process refers to define the scope of the project such as concept, 

objectives, time, costs, people, and resources. Organizing refers to the act of 

planning or coordinating people and resources to carry out the plan. Planning 

and organizing to consist of seven management activities:  1. Expert selection, 

2. Project design, 3. Stakeholder's collaboration, 4. Legal form, 5. Financing, 6. 

Object purchasing, 7. Construction development plan 

1. Experts’ selection 

Experts’ selection refers to find the experts to assist the project. Those experts 

have different roles, which are the Architects (project design and moderation), 

The Project Management offices (project design and moderation), Lawyers 

(legal aspect), The Banks (financial assistance), the energy planners (energy 

design) and the construction company (Building technology). The expert 

selection can be observed in the wohnportal.de and Netzwerkagenture 

GenerationenWohnen.de 

 

2. Project Design 

Project design refers to the concept of the project with the scopes of objectives, 

design of the building, cost, time, resources and plan of actions. This stage is 

the heart of the project where residents discuss the big picture and the whole 

planning of the project.  
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3. Stakeholders Collaboration 

Stakeholder’s collaboration refers to collaborating resources among 

stakeholders with different roles to share the task and make the contribution of 

the project. This collaboration also makes the cohousing project processes 

implemented effectively. 

4. Legal form 

Legal form refers to the legal aspect of the cohousing project. The legal form 

also refers to how the partnership with stakeholders collaborated, how the 

project financed and how the type of ownership. According to Stiftung Trias and 

Netzwerkagenture GenerationenWohnen, some legal forms which are usually 

formed are:  

 e.G. (Die Genossenschaft) or cooperative 

 GmbH (Die Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung) or the company with 

limited liability  

 GbR (Die Gesellschaft bürgerlichen Rechts) or the basic form of a 

company which own limited legal ability. 

 WEG (Die Wohnungseigentümergemeinschaft) or the community 

ownership 

 e.V. (Der Verein) or the association 

 

5. Financing 

Financing refers to how the project will be finance. This is related to the design 

of the project and especially the type of legal forms, type of ownership and the 

partnership model with the stakeholders. 

 

6. Object purchasing 

Object purchasing refers to secure the land or building by payment or certain 

contract. This means the object is secure and ready to build. 

 

 CONSTRUCTION DEVELOPMENT 

Construction development refers to activities of construction work, which 

comprise of construction plan and housing development. Construction plan 
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apply to time scheduling, costing, logistics, which are related to the construction 

work. While the housing constructed, the controlling and monitoring are 

conducted to make sure the project meet the objectives. The closing refers to 

formalize the acceptance of the project. 

 

 RESIDENTS MANAGEMENT 

Resident management refers to organize daily life of the residents as a 

community. This is conducted after the construction work finished, and the 

residents are moved in. This also refers to group process when the group starts 

to live as a community. Some of the activities are regular meeting to discuss 

certain issue or just only for gathering; group works to figure out some tasks, 

and social activities for gathering or to make the community in unity. 
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 OUTPUT OF THE PROJECT DEVELOPMENT PROCESSES AND 

 THE MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES 

The series of processes and activities in the development and management 

resulted outputs. Those outputs are presented in the table below ; 

Table 18: The List of outputs as the result of development and management 

activities 

DEVELOPMENT 

PROCESSES 

MANAGEMENT 

ACTIVITIES 

SCOPE OUTPUTS 

VISIONING Develop a vision of 

community living 

 vision 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INITIATION 

Gathering Information  Type of community living 

How to find a group 

Legal form model 

Ownership model 

Location 

Type of 

community living 

How to find a 

group 

Legal form model 

Ownership model 

Location 

Object secured Looking for objects 

(land/buildings) 

Securing object : down 

payment 

Land or building 

secured 

Group formation Looking for interested 

group 

Group organizing 

Formed Group 

 

Group work 

 

 

 

PLANNING & 

ORGANIZING 

Expert selection Architect / project 

management / moderator / 

lawyers / energy planners 

Obtained experts 

Project design 

  

 

Project concept Objectives 

Design, cost, 

schedule 

Plan of actions 

Stakeholders 

collaboration 

Cooperative, non profit 

organization, architects, 

banks, moderators, 

project management, 

banks 

Sharing roles 

Legal from Cooperative, GmbH, GbR, 

Verein 

Type of ownership 

Financing Financial design & 

sources 

Financial security 

Object Purchasing Land / building 

acquisitions 

Land / building 

 

CONSTRUCTION 

DEVELOPMENT 

Construction plan Time schedule, logistics 

Construction company 

selection 

Construction 

management 

Housing development Housing development 

Monitoring 

Cohousing 

building 
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Closing  

 

RESIDENTAL 

MANAGEMENT 

Group process Moving 

Regular meeting 

Group work 

Social activities 

Administration 

Accounting 

Utilities 

Cleaning & maintenance 

Community living 

 

 

6.3 Stakeholders Analysis 

The meaning of stakeholders includes participant or involved party, recipient 

and responsible party in the context of development intervention (GTZ 2007, 

p.9). Stakeholders are all those who need to be considered in achieving project 

goals and whose participation and support are crucial to its success 

(en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stakeholder analysis). Stakeholders can be: individual, 

groups, organization and institution which involve in the project (Bryson 2004, 

p.22). In German language, the term stakeholders are namely “Akteure” or 

translated as “actors." In the following terms' stakeholders and actors are used 

synonymously (GTZ 2007, p.9). 

 

Stakeholder analysis is a technique for stakeholder identification and analyzing 

their roles. It is used to identify all keys, primary and secondary stakeholders 

which have an interest in the issue for the project is concerned (GTZ, 2007, 

p.13). 

The aim of stakeholder analysis is to develop a strategic view of human and 

institutional landscape, and the relationship between the different stakeholders 

and the issues they care about most. Some of the benefits of stakeholder 

analysis are to identify: the interest of all stakeholders, who may affect or be 

affected by the project, and to identify stakeholder management strategy during 

project planning phase. (Babou 2008) 
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The stakeholder’s analysis in this study is using the Stakeholders Mapping, 

which utilizes for: 

 To visualize the stakeholders relevant to the development intervention 

 To characterize the relationships between stakeholders and the 

respective networks 

 To allocate the issue at stake and the objective of change within the field 

of stakeholders 

A map of stakeholders is produced by identifying the relevant actors and their 

relationships to one another and representing these in diagrammatic from. The 

actors include those who are connected with the issues or who have an 

influence on them. 

 

The stakeholder analysis of this study consists of two analyses, which are the 

Cohousing’s stakeholders in Berlin and in Project stakeholders. The 

cohousing’s stakeholders in Berlin are individuals, group, institution and 

organizations that are actively involved in the cohousing development in Berlin. 

The Project stakeholders are individuals, groups, institution, and organizations 

that are actively involved in the project. 

 

Type of stakeholders: 

 Key : are those who have been significant influence upon or importance 

within an organization? 

 Primary stakeholders : are those ultimately affected, either positively or 

negatively by an organization’s actions? 

 Secondary : are the ‘intermediaries’ that is persons or organizations that 

are directly affected by an organization’s actions? 

 

6.3.1 Berlin’s cohousing stakeholders analysis  

The stakeholders in Berlin are categorized in three sectors: Public  

(government), Civil Society (non governmental & non-profit organization and 

Private (non governmental profit). However, some stakeholders are in between, 
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for example, the id22 and the UrbanPlus are in between Public and Civil Society 

because their activities are funded by the government, but they are serving for 

the public. The GLS bank is in between private and public because the bank is 

private, but the serving is for the public. The stakeholders are categorized into 

three roles: key, primary and secondary. 

 Key: are those who have significant influence in the cohousing projects 

or stakeholders with strong legitimacy, strong control over essential 

resources and strongly networked stakeholders. This key stakeholders 

has a veto. 

 Primary: are those ultimately affected by the cohousing projects or 

stakeholders with medium legitimacy, medium control over essential 

resources and medium networked stakeholders. 

 Secondary : are the ‘intermediaries’ that is persons or organizations 

which are directly affected by cohousing project or stakeholders with 

weak legitimacy and weak control over essential resources. 

 

Figure 19: Berlin’s Cohousing Stakeholders Map 
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The stakeholders and their roles are describes in the table below : 

Table 19: The types of stakeholders and their roles in cohousing development 

in Berlin 
CATEGORY STAKEHOLDERS ROLES 

TYPES ACTORS KEY PRIMARY SECONDARY 

 

 

PUBLIC : 

 

Government 

Government Berlin Senate 

Department for Urban 

Development and the 

Environment 

(SenStadtUm) 

  Fund, assistance 

Land information 

Networking 

Agency 

The Netzwerkagentur 

Generationenwohnen 

Group 

assistance 

Information & 

Networking 

 

 

Event 

exhibition 

The IBA Berlin 2020   Housing exhibition 

Promoter The id22 (Institute for 

Creative for 

Sustainability) 

 Knowledge 

exchange 

Workshop, 

seminar 

Publication  

 

Researcher The UrbanPlus   Action oriented research 

 

 

 

CIVIL 

SOCIETY : 

 

Non-

governmantal 

organization 

 

Non-profit 

organization 

Residents The Leuchtturm e.G. Project 

developer, 

Implementer, 

project 

management, 

resident 

management 

 New comer / new 

member 

Cooperative The SelbstBau e.G. Organizing 

Project 

management 

Technical 

support 

 Technical support 

 

Non-profit 

Organization 

The Mietshäuser 

Syndikat 

Organizing 

Financial 

  

Foundation The Stiftung trias Land 

 

 Information, 

Publications 

In between 

civil & private 

Bank The GLS Bank  Financial support 

Technical 

assistance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRIVATE : 

 

Non-

governmental 

profit 

Architects The Möhr and Winterer 

Architect 

The PlanBar3 Architect 

Initiation 

Design 

project 

management 

moderator 

Initiation 

Design 

project 

management 

moderator 

Initiation 

Design 

project management 

moderator 

Moderator The Agentur Wohnwille  Facilitator/moder

ator 

 

Webpage 

information 

The Wohnportal.de   Webpage 

Project information 

Project 

Management 

Office 

The Winfried Härtel 

The Agentur Wohnwille 

Project 

management 

Project 

management 

Project management 
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Berlin Stakeholders Analysis Discussion : 

The Berlin’s stakeholders map presented that Berlin has various stakeholders in 

the civil, public sector and private sector with comprehensive roles. The lists of 

the roles of the stakeholders are : 

 Group assistance 

 Networking 

 Information centres 

 Knowledge exchange 

 Housing exhibition 

 Policy maker 

 Research 

 Implementer 

 Organizer 

 Project management 

 Technical assistance 

 Financial 

 Promotion 

 Facilitator / moderator 

 Technical design  

 

The information is very important for the actors to understand about the concept 

of cohousing, the development process, the procedures, the projects' examples, 

the stakeholders, the objects (land/buildings) and importantly for communication 

and networking. The communication and networking can build trust, and this is 

very important in Berlin. The cohousing development project takes time to 

realize, however, with the good relationship and trust with actors the project can 

be realised more effective and efficient. The significant actors who provide 

information are : 

 The id22 (the Experimentdays-cohousing exhibition and cohousing 

publications) 

 The Wohnportal.de (existing and future cohousing projects, and actors 

for networking) 
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 The Netzwerkagentur GenerationenWohnen (technical assistance and 

networking) 

Besides that, some actors also provide valuable information such as the 

Stiftung trias (legal form information), and some projects also provide 

information through the website.. 

 

There are five stakeholders in the key position:  

1. The residents 

2. The cooperatives 

3. The architects 

4. The non-profit organizations 

5. The foundations 

 

There are six stakeholders in the primary position:  

1. The Banks 

2. The moderator or facilitator 

3. The architects 

4. The project management office 

5. The Networking agency 

6. The promoter organization 

 

There are eight stakeholders in the secondary position:  

1. The government 

2. The moderator or facilitator 

3. The architects 

4. The researchers 

5. The foundations 

6. The residents 

7. The cooperatives 

8. The housing exhibitioner 
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Some stakeholders have two or three positions as key, primary or secondary 

stakeholders because of their roles. For example, the architects have three 

roles as the project developer (key position), as the moderator or facilitator 

(primary position) and as the building designer (secondary position). The 

Stiftung trias has two roles as the land owner (primary position) and as the 

technical assistance (secondary position) whiles the cooperatives are in the key 

position as the project developer and in the secondary position as group 

assistance. The residents also can be in two positions, in the key position as the 

project developer or implementer and in secondary position as a new member 

of the group when he or she does not involve in the project development 

processes. 

 

In summary, the Berlin’s stakeholders map indicates that:  

 Berlin has various actors in cohousing development with comprehensive 

roles, this role compliment  each other.  

 The cohousing projects are realised because of the collaborative actors 

with different roles, which compliment each other. 

 The key actors as cohousing developers are the residents, the 

cooperatives, the non-profit organizations, the architects and the 

foundations; this indicates that the cohousing project can be developed 

and managed by various actors not only housing companies or 

government. However, the decision maker in the project should be the 

residents itself.  The actors are as supporting facilitator for the residents 

to reach their goals. 
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6.3.2 Projects stakeholders analysis 

1. The Leuchtturm e.G. project 

Figure 20: Project Stakeholders Map the Leuchtturm e.G. Project 
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Table 20: Stakeholders and their roles in the Leuchtturm e.G. Project 

CATEGORY STAKEHOLDERS ROLES 

TYPE ACTORS KEY PRIMARY SECONDARY 

 

 

PUBLIC : 

Government 

     

Promoter The Experimentdays – 

the id22 (Institute for 

Creative Sustainability)  

 Knowledge 

exchange 

Workshops, 

seminars 

Publications  

 

CIVIL 

SOCIETY : 

 

Non-

government

al & 

Non-profit 

organization 

People Residents Initiation, 

organizing, 

project 

management 

 New comer / new 

member 

Foundation The Stiftung trias Land 

 

 Information, 

Publications 

Volunteer Friends, parents, 

Colleagues 

  Information and financial 

supports 

In between 

civil & 

private 

Bank The GLS Bank  Financial support 

Technical 

assistances 

 

 

PRIVATE : 

Non-

government

al profit 

Architects The Mohr – Winterer 

Architecture office 

 Design 

moderator 

 

Construction 

Company 

Energy planners, 

Building Construction 

  Construction work 
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2.The Werkpalast Lichtenberg project 

Figure 21: Project Stakeholders Map in the Werkpalast Lichtenberg Project 

 

 

Table 21: Stakeholders and their roles in the Werkpalast Lichtenberg Project 

CATEGORY STAKEHOLDERS ROLES 

TYPE ACTORS KEY PRIMARY SECONDARY 

 
 
 
PUBLIC 

Government Municipality   Land information 

Government Senstadt Munich   Cohousing information 

Promoter Experimentdays - Id22 
(Institute Creative for 
Sustainability)  

 Knowledge 
exchange 
Workshop, 
seminar 
Publication  

 

 
 
CIVIL 
SOCIETY 

People Residents Initiation, 
organizing 

  

Cooperative Selbstbau e.G organizing, 
project 
management 

  

Foundation Stiftung Trias Land 
 

 Information, 
Publications 

In between 
civil & 
private 

Bank GLS Bank  Financial support 
Technical 
assistance 

 

 
 
PRIVATE 

Architects Anita Engelman  Design 
moderator 

 

Construction 
Company 

Energy planners, 
Building Construction 

  Construction work 
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3.The Lebenstaum Johannisthal project 

Figure 22: Project Stakeholders Map in Lebenstraum Johannisthal Project 

 

 

Table 22: Stakeholders and their roles in Lebestraum Johannisthal Project 

CATEGORY STAKEHOLDERS ROLES 

TYPE ACTORS KEY PRIMARY SECONDARY 

 

 

PUBLIC 

Government SenstadtUm Berlin   Land information 

Cohousing 

information 

In between 

Public & 

Civil 

Promoter The Experimentdays 

- id22 (Institute for 

Creative 

Sustainability)  

 Knowledge exchange 

Workshop, seminar 

Publication  

Promoter 

 

 

CIVIL 

SOCIETY 

People Residents  Planning  

 

 

PRIVATE 

Architects The PlanBar3 Initiation, 

organizing 

  

Bank Private Bank   Loans 

Project 

Management 

Office 

Winfried Härtel  project management  

Construction 

Company 

Energy planners, 

Building 

Construction 

  Construction work 
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4.The Hausprojekt M29 project 

Figure 23: Project Stakeholders Map the Hausprojekt M29 

 

 

Table 23: Stakeholders and their roles in the Hausprojekt M29 

CATEGORY STAKEHOLDERS ROLES 

TYPE ACTORS KEY PRIMARY SECONDARY 

PUBLIC - - - - - 

 

 

CIVIL 

SOCIETY 

People Residents Initiating, 

organizing, resident 

management 

  

Non-profit 

organization 

The Mietshäuser 

Syndikat 

organizing, 

Financing  

  

In between 

civil & 

private 

Bank The GLS Bank  Financial support 

Technical 

assistance 

 

 

 

PRIVATE 

Architects   Design 

moderator 

 

Construction 

Company 

Energy planners, 

Building 

Construction 

  Construction work 
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6.3.3 Comparative project's stakeholders analysis and discussion 

The actors who are in the centre of the most direct relationship line indicate that 

they are the key actors who are organized the project. They are the residents, 

the cooperative (the SelbstBau e.G.), the architect (the PlanBar3), and the non-

profit organization (The Mietshäuser Syndikat). Each of them has specific 

significant roles, which are appropriate to the concept of the cohousing project. 

 

All stakeholders have mutual dependencies and mutual benefit because of their 

specific roles which compliment  each other. 

  

The residents in all projects have direct relationship with the project planners. 

This indicates that the residents are involved in the project planning.  

 

The residents in the Leuchtturm e.G. have the most roles in the project 

compared to other projects, where as the Werkpalast Lichtenberg, the 

Lebenstraum Johannistal and the Hausprojekt M29 were sharing roles and 

responsibilities with other actors. This indicates that collaboration among actors 

is necessary to share the responsibilities. 

 

Three projects mentioned about the Experimentdays event which was 

organized by the id22. In the interviews, the residents stated that they have little 

information about cohousing before they started the project, then they got 

information and network through Experimentdays event.  This indicates that 

information has the very crucial aspect to the development of the cohousing 

project. In this case, the Experimentdays have significant roles to provide 

information and networking. However, the Netzwerkagentur 

GenerationenWohnen which is a cohousing networking agency in Berlin, is not 

mentioned in the project because at that time, the agency has not established 

yet. 
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6.4 SWOT ANALYSIS 

SWOT is the acronym of Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats. It 

is a tool for analysis of the situations to identify the main strengths and the 

weaknesses of the organization or project, as well as the most important 

outside opportunities and threats. Moreover,  the SWOT can be used to go 

more depth concerning specific activity or project and to analyse a problem in 

the project. Importantly, SWOT analysis can develop a strategy to improve the 

project. The SWOT analysis of four selected case studies is conducted related 

with the development and management of the project.  

 

SWOT analysis The Leuchtturm e.G. project 

Table 24: SWOT analysis the Leuchtturm e.G. project 

INDICATORS STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES OPPORTUNITIES THREATS 

Visioning 1.Vision on 

community living  

- 1.Other people 

with same vision 

1.New member 

without 

understanding 

the vision 

2.Changing 

generation with 

different vision 

Initiation :  

Gathering 

information, 

object searching, 

group formation 

1.Found a plot   

of land 

2.Got valuable 

information 

3. Members 

1.The 

discussion 

among 

members is too 

long and to 

tiring 

1.Land available 

2.Information 

support  

1.different 

information 

different result 

2.Segregation 

among 

members 

Planning & 

Organizing : 

Expert selection, 

Project design, 

stakeholder 

collaboration, 

legal from, 

financing, object 

purchasing 

1.Expert 

architect 

2.Participatory 

project design 

3.Collaborative 

actors 

4.Financial cost 

sharing 

5. Land lease 

6. Non 

speculative 

7. Cooperative 

ownership 

 

1. Long process 

until the 

construction 

completed 

 

1.Supporting 

actors : Stiftung 

Trias, GLS Bank, 

the Architect 

2.Soft loan for 

ecological 

building 

1.if the 

member who 

has a big share 

is moved out 

from the 

project 

Construction 

Development : 

Construction 

1.Energy 

efficient 

2. Human capital 

1.Need a lot of 

effort to manage 

the project 

1.Experienced 

architect 

2.Energy planner 

- 
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work, controlling, 

monitoring, 

closing 

to reduce the 

cost 

 

Resident 

management : 

Regular meeting, 

working group, 

social activities 

1.Bonding the 

community 

2.Sharing 

resource 

1.Pressure to 

attend the 

meeting 

 

1.Appreciation 

from others 

2.Place for lesson 

learn 

- 

 

The SWOT analysis of the Leuchtturm e.G project indicates that the strengths, 

and the opportunity is more than the weaknesses and the thread. The 

significant strengths are:  

1. Group members have the same vision of community living and 

persistence. 

2. The residents got a plot of land for the project. 

3. The architect who facilitated the project design is very experienced in 

cohousing projects. 

4. The residents were actively participated in the development processes of 

the project, and they are the decision maker. 

5. The collaboration among stakeholders (the Stiftung trias, the GLS Bank) 

can support the project effectively. 

6. Financial support from volunteers (for collateral fund) and from the GLS 

bank  

7. The land bought by the Stiftung trias and leased to the community, non 

speculative. 

8. The residential managment bonds the community 

 

However, the project also has some significant weaknesses:  

1. The process was too long; it took five years to realise the project. 

2. The discussions in certain topics were too long and too tiring because 

the residents should make most of the decision together. 

3. The residents have a too many responsibilities and tasks for the project 

development. 

4. Some people feel a pressure to attend the regular meeting. 
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SWOT analysis The Werkpalast Lichtenberg project 

 

Table 25: SWOT analysis the Werkpalast Lichtenberg project 

INDICATORS STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES OPPORTUNITIES THREATS 

Visioning 1.Vision on 

community living 

- 1.People with 

same vision 

1.New member 

without 

understanding 

the vision 

2.Changing 

generation with 

different vision 

Initiation :  

Gathering 

information, 

object searching, 

group formation 

1.Found a 

building 

2.Got valuable 

information 

3. Members 

1.Long process 

to buy the land 

and the building 

2. Must provide 

down payment 

to secured the 

object 

1.Object available 

2.Information 

support  

1.different 

information 

different result 

2.Segregation 

among 

members 

Planning & 

Organizing : 

Expert selection, 

Project design, 

stakeholder 

collaboration, 

legal from, 

financing, object 

purchasing 

1.Expert partner 

(Selbstbau e.G) 

2.Participatory 

project design 

3.Collaborative 

actors 

4.Financial cost 

sharing 

5. Land lease 

6.Non 

speculative 

7. Cooperative 

ownership 

 

 1.Supporting 

actors : Selbstbau 

e.G, Stiftung 

Trias, GLS Bank, 

the Architect 

2.Soft loan for 

ecological 

building 

1.if the 

member who 

has a big share 

is moved out 

from the 

project 

Construction 

Development : 

Construction 

work, controlling, 

monitoring, 

closing 

1.Energy 

efficient 

2. Human capital 

to reduce the 

cost 

 1.Experienced 

architect 

2.Energy planner 

- 

Resident 

management : 

Regular meeting, 

working group, 

social activities 

1.Bonding the 

community 

2.Sharing 

resource 

 1.Appreciation 

from others 

2.Place for lesson 

learn 

- 
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The SWOT analysis of the Werkpalast Lichtenberg project indicates that the 

strengths, and the opportunity is more than the weaknesses and the thread. 

The significant strengths are:  

1. Group members have the same vision of community living and 

persistence. 

2. The residents got the object : land and the building ex-kindergarten 

3. The partnership with the SelbstBau e.G. is beneficial (the organization 

has experiences in cohousing project and has a lot of networks) 

4. The residents were actively participated in the development processes of 

the project, and they are the decision maker. 

5. The collaboration among stakeholders (the SelbstBau e.G., The Stiftung 

trias, the GLS Bank) can support the project effectively. 

6. The land bought by the Stiftung trias and leased to the community, non 

speculative. 

7. The residential management bonds the community 

 

The significant weakness of the project is that the process to secure the object 

(land and building) was too long. 
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SWOT analysis the Lebenstraum Johannisthal project 

 

Table 26: SWOT analysis the Lebenstraum Johannisthal project 

INDICATORS STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES OPPORTUNITIES THREATS 

Visioning 1.Vision on 

community living  

- 1.Other people 

with same vision 

1.New member 

without 

understanding 

the vision 

2.Changing 

generation with 

different vision 

Initiation :  

Gathering 

information, 

object searching, 

group formation 

1.Found a plot   

of land 

2.Got valuable 

information 

3. Members 

 1.Land available 

2.Information 

support  

1.different 

information 

different result 

2.Segregation 

among 

members 

Planning & 

Organizing : 

Expert selection, 

Project design, 

stakeholder 

collaboration, 

legal from, 

financing, object 

purchasing 

1.Expert 

architect and 

moderator 

2.Participatory 

project design 

3.Collaborative 

actors 

4. less effort 

from the 

residents 

 

1.Private 

property, 

residents can 

sell the house 

2. Need high 

financial capital 

 

 

1.Land available 

 

1.the member 

sell the house 

Construction 

Development : 

Construction 

work, controlling, 

monitoring, 

closing 

1.Energy 

efficient 

 

 1.Experienced 

architect 

2.Energy planner 

- 

Resident 

management : 

Regular meeting, 

working group, 

social activities 

1.Bonding the 

community 

2.Sharing 

resource 

 1.Appreciation 

from others 

2.Place for lesson 

learn 

- 

 

The SWOT analysis of the Lebenstraum Johannisthal project indicates that the 

strengths, and the opportunity is more than the weaknesses and the thread. 

The significant strengths are:  

1. Group members have the same vision of community living and 

persistence. 
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2. The architect got a plot of land for the project. 

3. The architect who designed the project to apply the concept of cohousing 

projects. 

4. The residents were participated in the development processes of the 

project but some of the tasks are conducted by the architect, therefor the 

residents has less effort than other projects. 

5. The collaboration with Project Management Office as a moderator can 

support the project effectively. 

6. The residential management bonds the community 

 

Some significant weaknesses of the project are:  

1. The project is privately finance. Therefore, the residents should have 

financial capital. 

2. The house is a private property, selling propety cannot  be avoided. 
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SWOT analysis The Hausprojekt M29 

Table 27: SWOT analysis the Hausprojekt M29 

INDICATORS STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES OPPORTUNITIES THREADS 

Visioning 1.Vision on 

community living  

- 1.Other people 

with same vision 

1.New member 

without 

understanding 

the vision 

2.Changing 

generation with 

different vision 

Initiation :  

Gathering 

information, 

object searching, 

group formation 

1.Found a plot   

of land 

2.Got valuable 

information 

3. Members 

 1.Land available 

2.Information 

support  

1.different 

information 

different result 

2.Segregation 

among 

members 

Planning & 

Organizing : 

Expert selection, 

Project design, 

stakeholder 

collaboration, 

legal from, 

financing, object 

purchasing 

1.Partnership 

with the 

Mietshäuser 

Syndikat 

2.Participatory 

project design 

3.Collaborative 

actors 

4.Financial cost 

sharing 

5. Land lease 

6. Non 

speculative 

7. Rental 

 

 1.Supporting 

actors : the 

Mietshäuser 

Syndikat, GLS 

Bank 

2.Soft loan for 

ecological 

building 

 

Construction 

Development : 

Construction 

work, controlling, 

monitoring, 

closing 

1.Energy 

efficient 

2. Human capital 

to reduce the 

cost 

  - 

Resident 

management : 

Regular meeting, 

working group, 

social activities 

1.Bonding the 

community 

2.Sharing 

resource 

New project, the 

residents need 

to adapt the 

community 

living 

1.Place for lesson 

learn for other 

- Other group 

with different 

political view 

 

The SWOT analysis of the Hausprojekt M29 project indicates that the strengths. 

And the opportunity is more than the weaknesses and the thread. The 

significant strengths are:  
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1. Group members have the same vision of community living and 

persistence. 

2. The residents got a plot of land for the project. 

3. The collaboration with the Mietshäuser Syndikat is beneficial because 

the organization provided the link to the architect who also the owner of 

the land.  

4. The residents were actively participated in the development processes of 

the project, and they are the decision maker. 

5. The collaboration among stakeholders (the Mietshäuser Syndikat and the 

GLS Bank) can support the project effectively. 

6. The concept of the ownership keeps the property out of market (non 

speculative) 

7. The residential management bonds the community 

 

The significant weakness of the projects is that the project is new; the residents 

need time to adapt living in the community (the residents just moved in three 

months ago)  

 

DISCUSSION 

The SWOT analyses from the four selected projects indicate that the 

development and management of the project has much strength than the 

weaknesses and also has more opportunities than the risks. 

The significant strengths of the projects are:  

1. Group members have the same vision of community living, without the 

same vision the group will not work effectively 

2. Persistent group members to reach the goals of the vision of the project 

3. The objects (land and building) availability according to the resident’s 

desire 

4. Different types of ownership and legal form which make the projects rich 

with suitable options for the future residents 

5. Collaboration with different actors or stakeholders make the project 

works 
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6. Participatory planning which placed the residents as the decision maker 

7. Intentional design which support the social contact among the residents 

and also neighbourhood 

8. Ecological building and living with result of energy efficiency 

9. Non speculative make the project is far away for capitalist or speculation 

market 

10. The residential management bonds the community 

 

The weaknesses of the projects are: 

1. Long process to find and to buy the object (land and building) 

2. Two type of legal forms (Cooperative and GmbH) need certain capital of 

money 

3. The projects are taking long process until the project completed 

4. The residents need a lot of effort to managed the project if they are not 

make sharing roles with the actors 

 

7. CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMEDATIONS 

 

7.1 Conclusions 

The examination of cohousing development and management figured out the 

cohousing characteristics and the definitions, the actors who are involved in the 

projects and the cohousing project development process and management.  

 Cohousing characteristics and proposed definition for Berlin 

Cohousing projects in Berlin determine 15 characteristics, which address the 

values of the projects. These characteristics are:  vision of sustainability 

community living, inclusive, democratic, participative, sharing space and 

resources, empower human capital, non speculation, collaborative, self-

management,  political, intentional design and ecological living. 

The cohousing definitions in Berlin are various; however, the definitions need to 

be clearly defined in order to be understood and recognize easily. The definition 
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should be representing the characteristics of the cohousing projects. The 

proposed definition of cohousing is:   

 

“Cohousing is a type of housing within sustainable community living, which is 

developed and managed in collaborative process and the residents are the 

decision maker” 

 

However, the cohousing in Berlin needs the additional anchor terms which are 

the representation of the definitions as well as the characteristics. The 

application of three terms: community oriented, self organized and sustainable 

housing is useful for cohousing in Berlin to be recognise easily. “Cohousing : 

self-organized, community-oriented, and sustainabilite housing”  is the terms for 

branding the cohousing in Berlin. Branding is the process of creating character 

and strong perceptions in the people minds. Brand is a uniqe identity with 

associations of character or personality and quality which is useful for 

recognition, image of quality, memorability, and familiarity.  

 

The definitions and the characteristics of cohousing in Berlin indicate that 

cohousing in Berlin is different from other cities or other countries. The 

cohousing projects in Berlin are not only new construction like in USA or in 

Denmark but innovation of new construction and also renovation houses. The 

Berlin’s cohousing also not only single family houses but also multi-family 

houses. One of the characteristic of the cohousing in USA and Denmark is 

cooking and eating together, whereas in Berlin cohousing, it is not expected. 

 

 Cohousing actors 

Berlin has extensive actors in three sectors: public sector, civil society and 

private sector. Some of the actors are the key actors which have significant 

influence, others are primary actors who ultimately affected by the cohousing 

project and secondary actors who are the supporting actor in the development 

of cohousing.   
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The residents, the cooperative, the non profit organization and the architect can 

be the key actors in the cohousing project. However, the project will remain 

have the same cohousing characteristics values as long as the resident is the 

decision maker. The advantages and disadvantages of different key actors are : 

 

Table 28: The advantages and disadvantages of different key actors 

KEY ACTORS ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

Residents The residents have strong 

relationship since they are 

who organized the project 

A lot of effort to do all the project 

processes by them selves  

Residents + 

Cooperative 

-Sharing responsilities & risks 

among actors 

-Low rental costs 

-Non speculative 

-Need initial capital for share 

Architect + 

resident 

-The design is already set up Speculative  

Residents + 

Non profit 

organization 

-Sharing responsilities & risks 

-Low rental costs 

-Non speculative 

-Small size of flats (16 sqm) 

-Need some capital to set up the 

GmbH 

 

Each actor contributed significant roles in the development and management 

cohousing which complement  each other. 

The cohousing actors in Berlin are the significant drivers in the development of 

cohousing because of their roles. Instead of the cohousing developers (the 

residents, the coopratives, the architects and the non-profit organization), the 

moderator has very crucial roles in the cohousing project. The moderators are 

facilitating the residents to reach their goals. They are responsible for the 

process flow and go effectively and collaboratively, and they are helping to 

manage and support the group decision. The moderator should be in neutral 

position from the influence of the cohousing developers. They must promote 

participation, understanding   and shared responsibility among members. 

A good relationship between the actors is very important in the development of 

cohousing project as a key of the successful and effective project. Cohousing 

project takes times to develop in years. However, the good relationship between 

actors create effective cohousing project. 
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The Berlin government or the Senate is not the key actor in cohousing 

development because the Senate is not the direct supporting organizer. The 

Senate commissioned the Stattbau City Development Company to organize the 

networking agency (the Netzwerkagentur GenerationenWohen) to provide basic 

conselling to the cohousing applicants. The city of Hamburg is one example of 

government, which plays an important role in the cohousing development by 

organizing the agency to give technical assistance for the future residents, 

provide land for cohousing project and provide financial support through the 

Bank of City Hamburg or Hamburgische Wohnsbaukreditanstalt.  

 

 Cohousing Project Development and Management 

Cohousing can be developed and managed by different actors such as 

residents, cooperatives, non-profit organization and architects. 

The cohousing project is developed through series project processes:  vision, 

initiation, planning, organizing, construction management and residential 

management. The cohousing management is a series of activities to operate 

and drive the development process. The key elements of cohousing 

management are: develop a vision, Information gathering, forming a persistence 

group, obtain the objects, developing the concept and design, set up the legal 

from, and collaborate with actors, governing or overseeing the construction 

management and arranging residential management. 

The vision of community living and the persistence group is the foundation to 

develop the cohousing project because cohousing development and 

management requires time and energy. Collaborate with actors creates 

effective cohousing project.  

The type of legal from is the important component to shaping the cohousing 

project. 

 Strenghts and Weaknesses 

The significant strengths of the cohosuing project are the sustainable 

community living, collaboration among actors and the residents as the decision 

maker in the development processes as well as in the residential management. 

However, the lack of land and building for cohosing projects, the long 
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development processes, too many management activities and the limited fund 

to support cohusing project are the significant weaknesses. 

 

development and management. However, the lack of objects (land or buildings), 

long development process and the many numbers of management activates; 

the certain financial capital requirements are the weaknesses of the cohousing 

development and management. 

 

The study of cohousing development and management generate some 

recommendations:  

 Expanding the cohousing project 

The study presented that cohousing project has valuable characteristics 

towards the sustainability; therefore, to expand cohousing projects in Berlin as 

the instrument to reach the urban sustainability living is beneficial for the future 

sustainable urban development. 

 Integrating the stakeholders in the cohousing project development and 

strengthen their roles. 

The stakeholders have significants roles in the cohousing development in 

Berlin. Integrating the stakeholders and strengthen them will increase their 

capacity to contribute in the cohousing development project. The approach can 

be stakeholder's engagement to make all the stakeholders get the same 

information, sharing experiences, builiding support and created a better sinergy 

or collaboration for better cohousing development. The Experimentdays event is 

a good example for stakeholder's engagement where the stakeholders can 

meet in one event with comprehensive activities such as workshop, discussion, 

excursion/tour, and project exhibition.  

 Acquiring the access for cohousing development:  financial and object 

(land & buildings) 

Two main obstacles of cohousing development are lacked of finance support 

and lack of available objects (land and buildings). Public-Private Partnership 

could be one solution for financing. In the stakeholder analysis, the private 

sectors (business sector) are not involved in the project. They could be the 
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source of the fund as the private company has Corporate Social Responsibility 

(CSR). The CRS fund could be donated to the non-profit organizations or 

foundations to support the cohousing projects. The lack of objects (land and 

building) for cohousing project could be resolved by using empty spaces or 

vacant buildings which a lot in Berlin. 

 

Studying the cohousing development and management demonstrated how the 

cohousing is cultivated and shaping and how good is the asset value inside of it. 

The good fruit is the result of good tree, fertile soil, and reliable planter. 

Cohousing is a good tree itself; it cultivated in fertile soil: city of Berlin, which 

has the perspective toward sustainable urban development, and cultivates by 

reliable farmers who are the cohousing actors in Berlin. The characteristics of 

cohousing which address quality of values are the fruits of cohousing.  

“Planting cohousing “trees, harvesting fruits of values for the sustainable living." 

 

 

7.2 Recommendations for The IBA Berlin 2020 

The IBA Berlin 2020 with the three main concept strategies: capital city, space 

city, and instant city, is the instrument to reach the goals of future sustainable 

development Berlin 2030 with more quality, beauty and vibrancy, more equal 

opportunities, increased energy efficiency and increased participation. 

Cohousing is the vehicle to implement those three strategies, while the IBA 

Berlin 2020 is the engine and the cohousing actors is the drivers. Cohousing is 

as part of the strategy of Capital city, spacious city and Instant city. 

 

 Cohousing as the capital city strategy 

Capital city which refers to the role of the city and the citizen in shaping a mix 

city which creating a model for the social and ethnic mix. Cohousing with the 

inclusive community characteristics is the application of mix city concept. The 

Alte Schule Karlshort in Karlshort can be one example of multigenerational 

living as well as the Leuchtturm e.G. project in Prenzlauer Berg. The Baugruppe 

K20 in Friedrichshain is the example of mixed used spaces between community 
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housing and hotels and The Lebenstraum Johannisthal in Treptow is the 

example of mix use between residential and ecology. 

 

Capital city also refers to an internationally example of urban project, which 

places the stakeholders and processes in the centre stage. Cohousing could be 

the model  of collaboration among stakeholders as the significant strength of 

cohousing project in Berlin. Berlin is rich with various stakeholders who 

compliment each other with different roles  such as implementer, planner, 

project management, land lease, financial support, moderation, information 

centre, networking agency, researcher, promoter, and organizer. Four case 

study projects:  the Leuchtturm e.G, the Werkpalast Lichtenberg, the 

Lebentraum Johannisthal, and the The Hausprojekt M29 are the examples 

about collaboration between different stakeholders (residents, cooperative, 

architect, and non-profit organization). 

 

 Cohousing as strategy for spacious city 

Spacious city refers to explore and develop an intelligent urban development 

project in the empty spaces and vacant areas. Cohousing could be use as  the 

urban development strategy to use numerous voids, large and small areas in 

Berlin or empty spaces, buildings, wastelands and all kinds of vacant areas. 

One of the cohousing developments constrains is the lack of availability objects 

(land or building) to realize the projects. To use the vacant areas and empty 

building can resolve the problem as well as shortage of housing stock in Berlin.  

 

Choosing in Berlin is an intelligent urban project because it requires certain 

knowledge area to be developed and managed, moreover,  the some of the 

cohousing projects use intelligent technology such as the passive house (e.g. 

Living in Urban Unit Project in Schönholzer Str, Pankow-Berlin), Geothermal 

energy (e.g. Leuchtturm e.G  in Prenzlauer Berg and The Werkpalst 

Lichtenberg in Lichtenberg, wind gas energy (The Hausprojekt M29 in 

Prenzlauer Berg) and household wastes water recycling system in The 

Lebenstraum Johannisthal project in Treptow-Berlin). 
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 Cohousing as an instant city 

Instant city refers to the temporary uses that are widely in Berlin, and the 

participation approaches with democratic process and the citizen as a decision 

maker.  

“Cohousing can be seen as school of democracy. People learn how to make 

decisions together, how to communicate and solving problems together. People 

can learn about organizing project, meeting and organizing people. Democracy 

is important to sustainability. If people want to live in democracy, people need to 

understand what that mean. What needed now is more direct democracy and 

cohousing is the representative of direct democracy. Cohousing can help 

people to learn direct democracy” LaFond 2012 (interview with Michael LaFond, 

20.11.2012). The resident’s decision making is the soul of the community 

participation in cohousing project. Cohousing refers to the citizen power by 

Arnstein 1996, the voice by Qu and Haseelaar 2011, and the autonomy by 

Fitcher et all 1972 where the citizen enables to negotiate, have the power to 

bargain, have the ability to influence plans and product, involve in the design 

and maintenance processes, have managerial power, have the ability to get the 

needs and the power of making decision. In German, word is “Mitbestimmung” 

(the power in decision making) or event “Bürgermacht” (citizen power) 

 

In summary, Cohousing could be the instrument for the IBA Berlin 2020 to 

articulate its strategies and to reach the goals of sustainable urban 

development. 

Berlin as the “Capital city of cohousing” will shape the sustainable urban 

development for a better future. 
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